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U.S.
 
student
 reported 
killed
 in Santiago
 
coup  
Reports filtering out of besieged Chile 
have reported that Frank Teruggi, an 
American student studying in Santiago, 
was shot and killed by military forces 
during the recent
 coup. It is the first 
reported 
American
 death there since 
the 
takeover, but has not been con-
firmed. 
A roommate witnessed soldiers 
leading Teruggi away 
from
 his 
residence 
on Sept. 20. The junta 
Voter
 
reg 
Sunday is the last day to register 
to vote. Anyone
 who has changed his 
or her place of residence
 or has not 
previously  registered, must register
 
by 
Sunday or will be 
ineligible to 
vote in the Nov. 6, 
special  election. 
Registration booths
 will be set up 
outside the Student
 Union, all fire 
stations in 
Santa  Clara County, at 
most city 
clerk's
 offices, schools, 
colleges 
and  at the 
County  
Registrar's 
Office,  Building Two,
 
Room 101, 
1555
 Berger Drive, 
San  
Jose.  
claimed
 he was released the 
next day 
but he 
wasn't  seen again until his 
body 
was
 identified this week. He died 
from 
three bullet
 wounds in the 
head.  
Stanford 
Political Science Professor 
Richard Fagen (  husband of SJSU's Dr. 
Pat Fagen,
 who recently returned 
from  Washington meetings on the 
Chilean
 crisis, with Sens. 
Edward
 
Kennedy ( D-Mass. ) and Gale
 McGee 
( D-Wyo. I said, 
"Now
 people in this 
country might begin 
to take notice of 
the kinds of things that are happening 
in Chile to Americans as well as 
Chileans." 
As president-elect
 of the Latin-
American 
Studies
 Association, Prof.
 
Fagen has 
been trying 
to drum up 
support
 for legislation 
that would 
prevent  any kind of 
American  aid to the 
new 
Chilean  
government.  
"There has been a tremendous public 
outcry and
 pressure on Washington," 
he said, "to withold aid 
and call 
hearings to investigate
 both the reports 
of brutality and evidence
 of a U.S. role 
in 
the coup."
 
See Back Page 
Chino
 
pre-trial 
hearings  
begin 
in 
District
 
Court  
By Joe Fisher 
After nearly a year of legal 
manuevers, pre-trial motions in the 
Chino -murder -escape case will be 
heard in San Jose's federal court 
Tuesday by 
U.S. District Judge Robert 
Peckham.
 
Faculty
 
gives
 
Bunzel
 
a 'C' 
By Kathy 
Rebello
 
President John H. Bunzel
 rates 
somewhere below a "C" as a 
college  
president,
 according to a 
poll
 of SJSU 
faculty
 members recently conducted by 
the United Professors  of 
California.  
With a base of 390 faculty responses, 
the Testing Office
 determined Bunzel's 
popularity in 12 areas 
by using a letter 
scale from "A" 
to
 "E"; "A" being 
worth five points, "B", 
four,  and so on 
down to "E" valued at one point. 
The only area in which Bunzel ob-
tained a "C" 
grade or 3.16 average, was 
in his influence over the public. 
Otherwise faculty sentiment fell bet-
ween a range 
of 2.96 and 2.3, a low "C" 
or high "D." 
The lowest response, a 2.3, was tallied 
to the question, "Does he attempt to 
ascertain 
faculty concerns?" while the 
top 2.96 reaction came
 from the 
question, "Does he encourage the 
faculty to improve teaching and 
professional capabilities?" 
For the question, "Does he keep the 
faculty 
informed of important educa-
tional matters and faculty affairs?" he 
earned a 2.90 average; "Do you trust 
him  as the leader of the faculty?" a 
2.67; and 
"Does he use his influence in a 
manner that you think promotes the 
educational philosophy that you en-
dorse?" a 2.63. 
Other scores were
 less com-
plimentary.
 "Is he accessible to you?" 
a 2.53; 
"Is he effective in influencing
 
the Chancellor?" a 2.46; "Does
 he try to 
assist the faculty in resolving con-
cerns?" a 2.45; "Is he effective 
in in-
fluencing the trustees?" a 2.42; 
and, "Is 
he effective in influencing the 
legislature?" a 2.33. 
Dr.
 Bunzel did not comment on the 
results of the poll. 
The case involves 
four former 
members of the defunct Maoist Ven-
ceremos. Jean
 Hobson, 45; Bob 
Seabock, 22; Bruce 
Hobson, 23; and 
Morton Newman, 30, are 
charged  with 
conspiracy, harboring an escapee, 
being accessories to a murder and 
aiding and abetting a felon, Ronald C. 
Beaty, in his escape from the California 
Institute
 for Men at Chino last October. 
At the federal 
arraignment  in San 
Jose  Sept. 24, a conflict arose 
between 
attorneys
 for young Hobson
 and 
Newman, 
who  are attempting to speed 
up the trial, 
and lawyers for Mrs. 
Hobson and Seabock,
 who are seeking a 
delay in the federal
 case until their 
clients' state murder
 trial is concluded. 
In 
the state case Hobson and 
Seabock are charged with first -degree 
murder in the shooting death of prison 
guard Jesus Sanchez during the Beaty 
escape. 
Pre-trial  motions by their defense 
have attempted 
to undermine the 
Grand Jury 
indictments
 by showing 
racism and favoritism 
in the selection 
of grand jurors. All such 
motions  have 
thus far been
 denied by the 
Superior  
Court judge in San 
Bernardino. 
Andrea and Douglas 
Burt, also ex-
Venceremos
 members, have 
already 
been convicted
 of second-degree
 
murder  in 
Sanchez'
 death. But 
Charles
 
Garry, their attorney, 
is appealing the 
conviction and preparing
 motions for a 
new trial on the basis of 
misconduct  by 
the jury 
and district attorney 
before 
and 
during  proceedings. 
The 
newly -disbanded 
Venceremos
 
group had viewed the 
indictments as 
attempts
 by prison 
officials and the
 
House 
Internal  Security 
Committee 
( now investigating
 prison 
violence)
 to 
thwart the prisoner
 support movement
 
by 
jailing its 
activists.  
According to Shelley
 Johnston, who is 
a 
spokeswoman  for the 
Chino  Defense 
Committee
 in San Jose, Guy 
Goodwin, a 
prosecutor 
from the Internal 
Security  
Division in 
Washington,
 has taken over 
the case. He was in 
San Francisco for 
the Grand Jury proceedings. 
"He (Goodwin) has 
perfected an 
intense
 way of badgering people on the 
stand, especially the 
politically -
involved," Johnston 
said.  "He's out to 
get 
Venceremos."
 
Pacific 
Telephone
 stops 
postage -due'
 payments 
Pacific  Telephone 
announced
 earlier 
this week it would no longer accept bills 
with postage left unpaid, while Pacific 
Gas and 
Electric
 
Co.  said it 
will con-
tinue paying the cost on postage -due  
mail. 
Deliberately leaving a stamp 
off an 
envelope to "avoid payment" is illegal 
and punishable by a $300 fine, 
ac-
cording to the U.S. Postal Service. 
Until 
the 
recent policy
 
change,  
Pacific 
Telephone accepted 
bills 
without stamps, paying the postage 
itself. 
The  phone company, however, 
estimates that continuing this practice 
could 
cost it $140,000 this year. 
Bonnie Smith, San Jose 
service  
representative for Pacific 
Telephone,  
said 
the Postal Service will now in-
tercept
 all phone 
company
 mail that 
does 
not have a postage 
stamp.  
If the
 envelope has a 
return  address, 
it will be 
returned,  the sender being
 
billed 
eight  cents for postage and ten 
cents for handling. The sender would 
have to pay another eight cents to mail 
his bill. 
If there is no return address, the 
envelope will be opened in an effort to 
discover the sender. If the sender is still 
anonymous,  checks and money orders
 
will 
either be destroyed or returned
 to 
the
 bank or agency 
that  issued them. 
Cash that 
cannot
 be sent back will be 
turned over to 
the  postal 
service's
 
general
 fund to pay 
claims  on insured 
mail.  
Bills 
that are left 
unpaid  because 
they  
were  
intercepted
 by the 
Postal 
Service
 
will  be 
considered  
delinquent.  
Pacific 
Gas  and 
Electric  
Company,  
however,  
plans
 no such
 changes 
In its 
policy,
 
according
 to 
Charles  
Hurley,  a 
San Jose 
office 
supervisor  
for PG&E.
 
"We  haven't 
done an 
extensive  
study
 
on 
the 
matter,"
 said 
Hurley, 
"and don't
 
see  any 
increase  in 
no-stamp 
mail. 
But  
maybe 
Pacific 
Telephone
 knows 
something 
we don't." 
L 
Veterans 
attending  SJSU 
may  get 
counseling
 
The A.S. Council approved sources of 
funds for the $21,375 additional athletics 
money from the proposed A.S. budget 
in new V.A. office 
Expanded V.A. office now open 
By Dean Daily 
A newly 
expanded  Office of 
Veterans'
 
Affairs has 
opened  on campus to 
provide tutorial,
 personal, educational
 
and 
pyshcological
 counseling
 
assistance and
 information 
on
 GI 
benefits for some
 3,000 SJSU students 
and other Bay 
Area veterans. 
The office has 
been established with
 a 
$145,000 
federal
 grant 
establishing
 
offices  of Veterans' 
Affairs  in colleges 
and 
universities 
throughout  the 
country. 
Officers of Veterans'
 Affairs 
have been
 established on 
12 California 
campuses. 
The new veterans 
office,
 which oc-
cupies 
most of Building 
R, represents 
extensive
 expansion
 of veterans'
 
services  at SJSU, 
which  in the past 
have  been almost 
non-existent. 
Food 
prices  
Unless  you 
are
 living on 
peanut 
butter, 
your  food prices 
have  increased 
considerably
 the  past 
six  months. 
This was 
the finding in 
a recent 
survey of some
 local markets 
com-
pared
 with prices
 surveyed 
last  
semester.
 
Food 
prices  this 
week
 were ap-
proximately 
20
 per cent 
higher
 than in 
March,  with 
increases  in 
almost
 
everything,
 but particularly
 in flour, 
eggs and 
packaged  meats. Of 
the 10 
items checked, 
only  the price of 
peanut  
butter
 hasn't increased
 considerably.
 
Although retail 
food  prices have 
wound 
down from the 
record  highs of 
August, the 
largest
 one-month in-
crease  since 1933, 
the shopper is 
still 
feeling 
the  
pocketbook
 squeeze. 
The three 
markets  surveyed 
were 
Fry's  at Story and 
McLaughlin; Lucky
 
at Sixth
 and Santa 
Clara,
 and Safeway
 
at 
Fifth  and Julian streets. 
The best 
bargain  is at 
Fry's with 
average 
savings,  in one 
case,  of more 
than 10 per cent. 
Despite the 
much -publicized 
beef 
shortage, 
the price of 
hamburger  hasn't 
risen as 
much  as that 
of packaged 
meats,
 with a 10 
per cent and 
15 per 
cent 
rise  respectively.
 The price in-
crease has
 effected canned
 goods the - 
The new
 facilities are, in 
the  words of 
its' 
coordinator
 Fred Koenig, an 
at-
tempt to 
"become  the one -stop 
veteran's  affairs service in the area." 
A major goal of the  new university 
veterans' program is to encourage 
veterans to attend a college, university, 
or trade school. Under the new 
"Outreach" program, several coun-
selors at the office travel throughout 
the Bay Area 
encouraging  veterans to 
continue their 
education by taking 
advantage of GI and
 other veteran 
benefits. 
Although the focus of the "Outreach"
 
program 
is at SJSU, veterans will 
receive
 help to seek education 
elsewhere. As Ray Licano, an Outreach 
counselor 
at
 SJSU said, "Our aim is to 
get them back in school." 
Once a 
veteran  has 
decided on 
a vocational 
or educational
 goal, 
the SJSU 
veterans'
 office 
will  offer 
See back 
page 
By Nancy Burby 
Wednesday,
 
after  
approving
 the 
rest of 
the
 
budget
 
negotiation
 
agreements.
 
Before 
the 
budget
 takes
 
effect,  
President  
John 
H.
 Bunzel
 must 
approve
 
the 
latest  
negotiation
 
clause,
 
number  
nine,
 
which  
specifies
 where
 the 
athletics
 
money  
will
 come
 from.
 
The
 $15,000
 
earmarked
 
for  the 
sports 
grants
-in- 
aids  
program
 
will  come 
from 
a 
proposed  
A.S. 
activity  
fee of 
810.  The 
activity
 fee 
would 
be 
charged
 to 
all 
students
 carrying
 more 
than 
four
 units.
 
Estimated
 
income
 
from
 the 
fee is 
$16,000.  
However
 the 
proposed  
fee
 must 
first  be 
approved  
by
 the 
chancellor  
and 
Dr. Bunzel. 
The fee
 proposal
 was  
passed  by 
the 
council 
last  
February.
 At 
that time,
 the 
council 
asked the
 measure
 be 
treated
 
as
 an 
"emergency
 item 
to
 allow 
time 
for  the 
association  
to allow 
for ad-
ditional  
program  
funding  in 
their 1973-
74 budget 
considerations."
 
Stephanie 
Dean, 
executive  
assistant  
to 
A.S.  
President
 Rudi 
Leonardi, 
said 
her 
sources 
say  the 
fee
 proposal
 has 
been  
approved
 by the 
chancellor
 and is 
awaiting
 Dr. Bunzel's
 signature. 
Acting 
on the 
suggestion  of 
graduate  
representative,  
Andy  
McDonald,
 the 
council voted
 to eliminate
 funding 
for 
the 
veterans
 
affairs
 allocation
 of 
$5,970.29  and 
to deduct
 $404.71 
from  the 
A.S.  
business
 office 
salaries  
allocation  
to 
fund
 the 
administration's
 request
 of 
$6,375
 for athletics 
insurance.  
See back page 
Record
 
farm
 price 
plunge 
From the Associated
 Press 
WASHINGTON
 - Farm feed and 
processed food pi ices
 plunged a record 
six per cent in 
September
 to pace the 
biggest one -month decline
 in wholesale 
prices in 25 years, the government
 said 
yesterday.
 
Chairman 
Herbert Stein of 
the  
President's 
Council  of Economic 
Advisers called the 
drop  in wholesale 
20
 
per  
cent  
higher
 
least. 
For  those 
trying 
to
 economize,
 it is 
least 
advisable
 to 
shop
 at one 
of the 
small  
neighborhood
 
markets.  A 
jar of 
mayonaise
 costs 
97 cents 
at a Seven
-
Eleven as 
opposed 
to
 69 cents 
at
 Fry's. 
Spartan  
Market  not 
only has 
higher 
prices, 
but  some 
of
 its items 
have had 
a 
very 
recent  price
 increase
 and thus
 
ITEM 
have  two prices 
stamped on 
them
 - a 
five
-pound sack 
of
 flour was 
increased  
from 
69 cents to 
98
 cents, with 
both 
prices 
visible. 
For students
 with 
transportation,  the 
best 
value is at a discount
 store. There 
was 
a 50 cent saving
 on the same
 nine 
items 
purchased
 at Alex 
discount store 
and Safeway. 
CONSUMER PRICE 
SURVEY OF AREA MARKETS 
FRY'S
 
March now 
LUCKY
 
March  now 
coffee -Hills
 
Bros. 
reg. 
32 
0z. 
1.45 
1.85 
1.69 1.87 
eggs
-grade  
AA
 
large
 .61 
.78 
.61 
.79 
flour
-Gold 
Medal, 5 lb.
 
.62 .98 
.63  1.02 
ground
 
beef  
1 lb. 
.77 
.87 
.79 
.88 
hot 
dogs 
Armour
 Star 
16 oz. 
.89 
1.23 
.91 1.29 
mayonnaise
 
Best
 Foods
 
32 
oz. 
.59 .69
 
.72 
.95 
peanut butter 
SkIPPy
 18 
oz. 
.77 .77 .77 
.81 
peas
-Del 
Monte, 17 oz. 
.24 .26 
.24 
.28 
soup-Carnpbells
 
Chunky 
Vegetable  
19 oz. 
.35
 .38 .34 
.39 
sugarC&H
 
5 lb. 
.70
 .74 
.71
 .83 
Confusion
 over advance pay 
SAFEWAY 
March now 
1.53 
1.87 
.59 
.79 
.63 
1.03  
.79 
.89 
.96  
1.21  
.72 
.89 
.77 
.85 
.29 .27
 
.39 
.39 
.71
 .83 
prices "a 
welcome
 sign that the 
worst 
of the big 1973
 surge of inflation 
is 
behind us." 
But 
AFL-CIO Pres. 
George Meany,
 
noting that 
wholesale prices
 were still 
16.6 per cent 
above  a year ago, 
said  
there is 
no evidence this
 is the start of 
a 
trend. 
He predicted 
this "will prove
 to be 
only a momentary
 pause and 
prices  will 
bounce up again"
 once the Cost
 of 
Living Council 
approves  price increase 
requests. 
The September drop 
in wholesale 
food 
prices is expected to 
begin  showing 
up on 
supermarket
 shelves 
in the 
coming weeks. 
Stein  cautioned, 
however, that
 
consumers  should not 
expect all of the 
decrease
 to be translated 
into an equal 
decline in 
retail food prices 
as retailers 
move to recover costs
 frozen during the 
mid -summer price freeze. 
Meany
 said, "It would 
be en-
couraging 
if we could view these 
figures as the start
 of a trend. But there 
is no evidence that this is 
so. 
"It is interesting to note the 
Sep-
tember 
decline does not even 
begin to 
compensate
 for the whopping
 6.2 per 
cent increase
 in August." 
Wholesale  prices increased 5.8 per 
cent in August on 
an unadjusted basis 
and 6.2 per cent on a 
seasonally -
adjusted  basis. 
Columbus holiday 
SJSU students will have an unex-
pected three-day 
weekend. 
No classes will be 
held on Monday 
because of Columbus
 Day. 
Vets face
 delay in 
receiving
 financial
 
help  
By Danny
 Gilmore 
Some 
veterans  attending SJSU 
are 
facing this 
semester's  first 
three  
months 
without
 any 
financial  
assistance
 from the
 U.S. 
Veterans
 
Administration  ( 
VA.). 
Vets
 who didn't apply 
for the new 
advance 
payment  program
 will receive 
no money 
from the 
V.A. until 
November 
at the earliest. 
A V.A. instituted program, 
enacted  
last 
October, provides for 
"advance  
payment 
of
 educational assistance 
allowance to 
those  students who are 
eligible  to continue 
their program of 
education
 and intend to re
-enroll  (half-
time or 
more)." 
The program 
became effective in 
August and the 
V.A. began contacting 
veterans over the 
summer. The vets 
were 
asked  to contact "the 
appropriate  
school 
official"  and 
request
 an 
enrollment 
certification
 be submitted 
to 
the V.A. Checks
 for educational
 
assistance
 were then to 
be sent to the 
university  for delivery
 to the veteran 
when
 he registered.
 
Dr. Fred 
Koenig,
 co-ordinator of the 
SJSU
 Office of Veteran 
Affairs, ex-
plained 
the  problems that have 
ham-
pered the 
smooth administration 
of  the 
new 
program.  
"This is the first 
time around for the 
advance payment 
program," he said, 
"and it has resulted 
in a lot of con-
fusion. There are 
still  a lot of bugs to be 
worked out." 
Some
 of 
the  
administrative
 
problems
 
resulted
 
because
 the 
V.A.
 
Regional  
Office
 in 
San 
Francisco
 
moved  
this  
summer. 
Also, some
 veterans were never last
 year. 
notified of the new program and 
The impact 
of the problem is not 
yet 
returned 
to
 school expecting
 to receive
 
known,  since checks are
 still coming 
their first 
check in October, 
as
 they 
did  into the 
university
 for 
delivery  to 
Short
 term 
loans on 
hand  
The SJSU Financial Aids Office maintains funds to be 
used by students who need 
monetary assistance in an emergency. 
Short term loans
 (STL)
 are available at no or low interest rates to full-time
 
students 
who  can 
show  financial 
need
 and have adequate means 
of 
repayment.  
Anyone interested in 
applying  for a STI, should realize an 
application
 will take 
considerable time to process. 
Financial  aids counselors are already 
scheduled
 
past 
the middle of October with
 appointments. 
The money
 for the loans is 
held
 in a revolving 
account.  The account 
is funded by 
donations
 from 
private citizens
 and 
businesses  
for use 
by
 students with financial 
problems. 
The process for obtaining STI explained by Richard Pfaff, associate director of 
financial adis, begins with the STI. application, which can be obtained from the 
Financial Aids Business Office on the first floor of the Administration Building. 
After it is filled out, it is taken upstairs to the STI. desk in Room 
242.  
The 
applicant  is given 
an appointment
 with a 
counselor  to 
discuss
 financial 
need  
and means of repayment. 
Financial
 aids counselors are able to grant loans up to 
$150. If approved, the money is usually 
available
 within one or two days. 
Requests 
of
 
more 
than
 $150 
require
 a co-signer ( any 
working adult) and 
must be 
approved by 
a board. 
If the board determines
 there 
is 
sufficient  need and means  of repayment, it will 
grant loans up to 
$400. 
Repayment must be iiiade 
within
 90 
days  of receipt of the loan and
 is subject
 to a 
one per cent service 
charge. If the loan is repaid 
within  30 days, there is no other 
charge; otherwise the loan 
is subject to three per cent interest.
 
"This turns out to be a real 
minimal amount," said Pfaff, 
"because  the interest 
if pro-rated over a one-year period. 
The high demand for 
the loans early in the semester 
has resulted in at least a 10-
day 
delay  between the initial 
application  and a counseling 
appointment.  
veterans. 
"After this week," 
said
 Koenig, "the 
checks will be mailed
 directly to the 
veteran's home address." 
Veterans who applied for the
 advance 
payment will receive first priority for
 
payment. 
As yet, there is no indication any 
veterans who applied for early funds 
will not receive them within 10 days. 
The system the V.A. is working with, 
according to Joe Relac, counselor in the 
office of Veterans Affairs, is as follows: 
The V.A. 
will be processing all ap-
plications for the advance
 payment 
program first. They will 
swii.:11  their 
computers to 
correct all errors made 
for payment to 
veterans  who were 
enrolled in classes during the 
summer. 
Finally, they 
will
 turn their efforts 
toward regular payments for 
educational assistance. 
Dr. Koenig explained four to 
six 
weeks will be needed by the V.A. to 
process 
regular 
payments.
 He 
cautioned vets to 
remember  the slow 
manner in which the 
government 
operates  and not to count on their 
checks  arriving before December. 
For those
 veterans who are depen-
dent on V.A.  
checks
 and in need of 
funds, the 
counselors  in the Office 
of 
Veterans  Affairs are 
advising
 they 
apply for Short 
Term Emergency 
Loans.  
The 
office  urges all vets 
with 
financial problems 
to
 pay their tuition 
fee if they are able. Financial 
assistance is almost unavailable to any 
student
 unless the fee is paid. 
Editorial
 
New 
stadium
 
not 
necessary  
The 
only thing
 a 
new  
Spartan
 
Stadium  
has  
going
 for it 
is that 
it 
will  
swell  the 
egos 
of a few
 civic
 
leaders
 and
 a few
 alumni
 
football  
fanatics.
 But 
that
 is 
not  
enough.
 
We 
feel 
that  
not
 only 
is a 
new 
stadium  
unnecessary
 but 
that 
it
 
will  also 
cause 
more  
trouble
 
than
 it 
is 
worth. 
Does 
anyone  
really 
believe
 SJSU
 
football  
games
 will
 
attract
 
anywhere
 
near
 the
 37,000
 
people
 
the 
stadium  
will 
seat? 
Only
 one 
game  
was
 sold 
out last
 
year 
- and 
the 
stadium
 
holds 
only 
18,000 right 
now. 
Even 
more  
of
 a 
nagging
 
problem  
is 
that
 the 
stadium  
will cost
 the 
Guest
 
Room
 
city's 
taxpayers
 an 
estimated  
$700,000 a 
year  to operate. 
This estimate
 is a figure the city
 
came 
up with as the 
projected  
difference between
 the total 
operating
 cost and the 
amount  it 
expects to take 
in from admissions, 
parking fees, 
and  concessions. 
It 
should be recalled how
 
governments
 notoriously un-
derestimate  such expenses. 
At any rate, we are against 
having the city 
slash other, 
probably 
more vital, programs
 
from its budget so that 
a few people 
can glow with 
pride  over an un-
necessary
 stadium. 
Such a budget
 transfer is the 
only 
method the
 city can 
employ  since it 
can't raise the 
tax rate. 
Furthermore, the 
environmental  
impact
 report pointed
 out that if 
large 
crowds
 do attend a 
stadium 
event, there 
will only 
be
 enough 
parking
 spaces for 
perhaps  30 per 
cent of the 
autos.
 
San Jose loses 
whatever
 hap-
pens. Either the stadium 
is un-
necessary 
because  it won't attract 
enough people 
(which will 
probably
 be the case) or the area 
around the stadium
 is deluged by 
autos and pollution if 
it does. 
Let the footballers like the 
current stadium or lump 
it. 
Stadium
 
idea  
unacceptable
 
Henry  
Plymire,
 
a 
1950
 
graduate
 
of 
SJSU,
 
has  
been  
a 
proponent
 
since
 
1955  
of
 
major  
arena 
and 
stadium
 
projects.
 
Formerly
 
convention
 
bureau  
manager
 
for the
 
Chamber
 of 
Commerce,
 he 
is now 
retired
 
and  a 
member
 
of 
the 
County  
Arena
 
Master  
Committee.
 
San 
Jose's  
"Mickey
-Mouse  
Council
 has done
 it again
 on top 
of
 
keeping 
the 
theatre
 shut 
down; 
allowing 
violent
-prone,  
filthy
-
mouthed 
people 
to "tree 
'em"; 
aiding
 in 
cover-up  
of misuse
 
of public 
funds and showing
 damn 
little leadership 
in too many 
fields.
 
This time five of 
them
 voted to 
supposedly 
expand Spartan
 
Stadium to 
37,000
 capacity to the 
Simi
-Ian
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tune
 of 
$7.4  
million
 plus
 some 
$700,000
 
annually  
out of 
taxpayers
 
pockets-
 
which  
most  
certainly
 will 
cost 
nearer  
to $10 
million 
before
 
completion...what
 
with 
the 
"track
 
record"  
of this
 
Council
 and 
the one
 
just
 
preceeding.
 
But,  most 
important,
 what 
are 
some 
facts  in 
this  
matter?
 
1. It's 
been
 "on -the
-fire" since
 1966 
when 
cost 
was  
estimated
 at 
a 
taxpayer's
 bargain 
of some 
$1.45 
million.
 
2. 
It's  for 
37,000  seats 
which 
principally
 would
 be 
utilized  by 
San  Jose 
State  
University
 with 
San 
Jose 
taxpayers
 
picking
 up 
the  tab 
and the
 new 
stadium
 
reverting  
to
 
the 
university
 in the 
distant  
future.
 
3. 
The joint
-powers 
agreement  
between  
the
 city and 
SJSU 
was  one 
of the 
most 
closely
 guarded
 public 
documents
 
in
 the 
history  of 
this 
community..,  even 
the media 
received
 them 
late (or 
not at all)
 
and paid 
little 
attention
-or 
covered
 
the 
details  
because
 of 
affection
 for 
the 
university  
"The  
public
 be 
damned"-  
was
 the attitude
 of the 
university  and 
the city 
regarding 
this  
sweetheart
 
agreement.  
4. This
 stadium 
will have 
no 
running
 track 
in
 it, one 
of
 the 
sports SJSU 
and the 
community  
does 
excel . in. 
A track 
stadium
 
could
 easily have
 five 
outstanding
 
events 
each  year, 
including  one 
of 
the  
world-wide
 
significantsthe
 
budding
 San 
Jose
 National
 
Invitational
 Track and 
Field  Meet. 
5.
 This is  not an 
expansion  but 
really a 
supposedly
 new stadium.
 
6. No, repeat no major 
league
 
football or baseball team will play 
in a 37,000 seater.
 (It's not even 
being designed for baseball.) Just 
ask the National Football League 
or major league baseball if this 
Marching
 hand 
I would 
like to 
make  a few 
comments  in 
response 
to Bill 
Jeske's  
article  in 
Tuesday's
 
paper 
regarding 
the 
marching  
band. 
First,  Mr. 
Jeske  stated 
that 
funds 
for  the marching 
band were 
"withdrawn"  
last  July. 
That
 
statement
 is inaccurate 
because 
funds had not 
been  appropriated 
for the 
band  in the 
budget.
 It is 
true that Mr.
 Jeske had 
requested  
funding from the 
A.S. Council, but 
no funds
 were 
approved.  
Secondly, Mr. 
Jeske related his 
concern
 for having to 
cut  back the 
band's size from 
161 members to 
approximately
 100. I am 
truly  
glad to hear that! 
Maybe now we 
will haves
 band consisting
 of only 
SJSU students
 instead of having
 
to fill
 in the 161 
membership  with 
high school
 students and
 alumni. 
Finally,
 it must be 
emphasized
 
that the 
A.S. and executive
 of-
ficers of last 
year's  student 
government
 did not 
arbitrarily  
cut off funding 
for the marching 
band. Much careful 
study  and 
research  
went 
into  each 
decision 
regarding
 budget allocations. 
When it was disclosed by the 
Registrar's office that only a part 
of 
the 
marching 
band  were 
registered students of SJSU, 
the 
A.S.
 
Council  decided
 to 
discon-
tinue
 
its 
funding 
of
 the band. 
Full
 
funding
 was given
 to
 
he 
various
 
music  groups 
of the 
Music
 
Council  
because 
A.S. 
Council
 
felt
 
that
 they
 are 
more 
open
 
to
 
and
 
serve  
more  
students.  
The  
marching
 
band's 
major  
purpose is to support the football 
team. The Associated Students 
got out of the business of football 
years
 ago. 
In addition, any campus group 
that 
restricts  women from 
membership, a practice of the 
marching band 
- poses a serious 
question 
to the Association. 
It is for these reasons the 
marching band is no longer 
funded by the Associated 
Students but rather 
through
 other 
sources.
 
David Pacheco 
A. S. 
Treasurer  
Alumni
 seat 
Editor: 
The
 Alumni. 
Council  of the 
California 
State University
 & 
Colleges itself is 
not interested in 
taking
 over the 
Board of 
Trustees. 
What  we are 
suggesting  
is 
that CSUC 
alumni  should 
be 
appointed  to the board
 rather 
than alumni
 of U.S.C., U.C.L.A., 
Stanford,
 Berkeley,
 etc. At 
present, 
only one trustee,
 Roy 
Brophy, is a 
graduate of the 
system 
Certainly  the Alumni 
Council 
desires a voting seat on the
 
trustees similar
 to the alumni 
seat occupied 
on the Board of 
Regents of the University of 
California. The Alumni 
Council, I 
admit, is a vested interest group 
in that we believe in enhancing 
the value of the degrees from the 
CSUC. We have nothing personal 
to gain from a voting seat. 
Incidentally, Governor 
Reagan  
just vetoed legislation calling for 
a student
 on the trustees. I trust 
Henry Ply mire 
stadium  is acceptable! 
7. Parking is definitely marginal 
at this site although I could 
make
 a 
case for parking (I've been in 
almost 
every  good and bad 
stadium in the 
West) by 
utilizing 
the fairgrounds vehicles and space 
but this, reportedly, isn't even in 
the talk 
stage.  
8. Ingress
 and egress
 is worse 
than
 
lousy.. 
compared
 to other
 stadium 
sites
 availavlle.
 
9. A 
positive  summary 
might
 
better 
explain a 
change -over the 
years,  of one who 
was a proponent
 
if it had been done 
before, this 
stadium 
should be 
built (possibly
 
earthfilled
 for the 
same
 money -
according to 
experts -for some 
55,000 to 60,000 capacity)
 adjacent 
to the proposed 17,000 seat, en-
closed entertainment
 and sports 
arena much as they've done in 
other 
really  metro communities. 
Parking galore
 would exist, 
ingress
-egress 
would  be ex-
traordinary
 in this South San 
Francisco Bay 
apex  location; 
BART 
could  go right 
through
 the 
site; the airport
 is close by as are 
two major 
freeways  and there 
remains 
plenty of room 
for  a 
sizeable  exhibit and 
banquet
 hall in 
the 
future.
 San Jose Santa 
Clara  
County, with nearly 
1.2 million 
population, the 
greatest in Nor-
thern 
California,
 could take their 
rightful
 place in 
entertainment,  
events,
 sports or 
what -have-you 
and the 
facilities  would exist for 
major,
 national and
 
world  
wide,  
world -class attraction potential.
 
Too, the somewhat important 
chance of 
making 
money  
on the 
overall 
project  would
 be 
more
 than likely
 if we 
finally
 do 
something 
right 
and not
 
"Mickey 
Mouse."
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Expedient,
 but
 fair? 
After 
last semester's fiasco with 
the A.S. elections, one 
would  be 
inclined to breathe a sigh of relief 
now that a 
decisive  ruling has been 
made and 
the A.S. Council has been 
put close to full
 strength. 
The A.S. 
Judiciary, of 
course, 
last week 
voted to give  
back 11 
seats  to 
upper  
division
-students
 
who had 
apparently
 won 
them 
during
 the 
spring  election
 May 13.
 
The 
move  
brought
 council
 to within
 
one 
seat 
of
 full 
strength,  
as one 
resignation  
has caused
 a lower
 
division  
vacancy.
 
Those same 11 
students
 had their 
seats taken
 away when balloting 
procedures 
were  challenged. 
Losing 
candidates claimed 
they
 
were overlooked 
by
 the electorate 
because their names were printed 
Letters  
to 
you opposed this measure 
because... "giving
 a student a 
seat on the board would be 
the 
same as giving
 a lobbyist a vote
 in 
Congress or giving 
an
 oil com-
pany
 executive a vote 
in the 
Environmental
 Protection 
Agency."  
And 
please  make note of the 
fact that the SJSU Alumni 
Association
 did not carry the 
banner on the expansion of 
Spartan Stadium. The Spartan 
Foundation  should be given credit 
for that lobbying success. 
And speaking 
of lobbying ef-
forts, the Alumni Council 
and 
Alumni Association 
have done a 
great deal on behalf of the 
system  
and SJSU. Both groups have led 
the fight against 
tuition, sup-
porting fiscal flexibility within 
the system's budget, obtaining 
university status and increasing 
student financial aid. Please note 
not one of these items directly 
benefits only alumni! 
The lobbying
 efforts of the 
SJSU Alumni Association on 
behalf of the 18 -story library 
helped bring about inclusion of 
the entire construction
 costs in 
the current state budget. The 
association also 
supported 
legislation on college opportunity 
grants, salary increases for 
faculty and staff and is on record 
endorsing several bills currently 
pending in Sacramento relating to 
the advancement of higher 
education in California. 
Maybe having alumni on the 
Board 
of
 Trustees isn't such a bad 
idea 
after all? 
Mike 
Neufeld 
President
 - 
Alumni  
Council  
Executive
 Director 
- S.J.S.U. 
Alumni 
Association  
on the back of the ballot. 
The mess 
coagulated when - 
hoping to insure a fair election - 
the judiciary ordered a second 
election be held. One 
of the ballot 
boxes was stolen and 
the A.S. found 
itself quickly sinking in a quagmire 
of ineptness. 
The semester ended 
with five 
graduate representatives -elected 
only because they ran unopposed - 
and four lower division 
representatives. 
Faced at the outset of this 
semester 
(pardon the over -
dramatization) with what
 could be 
termed  the most important turning 
point 
in A.S. history - I 
am
 
referring 
to the 
Bunzel-Leonardi
 
bickerings
 in 
Tower  
Hall
 - the 
judiciary
 surely 
felt pressures
 to 
George
 
Rede  
render  a quick
 decision.  
And that it 
did. 
Whether the decision was a fair 
one is questionable . 
An absconded 
ballot box 
could 
have contained votes that might 
have influenced the election and 
put others on the council. 
But an obvious
 "I -don't-give-a -
damn" attitude on the part of the 
losing candidates themselves 
seems to make it quite 
clear they 
don't 
even care about the 
point  in 
question.  
Maybe the 
judiciary's  decision 
was expedient, and did get the 
processes going in the legislative 
branch
 of A.S. government - but 
was it fair. 
No matter. No one cares 
anyway. 
the 
Editor 
Gallo  
boycott
 
Editor: 
I would like to point out a 
glaring incongruity in yester-
day's 
Daily.  While you wrote a 
commendable editorial citing 
agribusiness as the true enemy of 
the farmworkers, and not the 
Teamsters 
Union, two pages later 
you run an advertisement for 
Gallo wine. Gallo is now the 
target of the United Farm -
workers 
of America (UFW) 
because of their blatant disregard 
for the plight of all farmworkers 
to maximize profits. The Farm -
workers 
have called for a general 
boycott of all Gallo 
wines. Your 
acceptance then of Gallo ad-
vertisements would 
seem  to be 
inconsistent 
with you support of 
the farmworkers indicated
 in 
your editorial.
 Do you think you 
should continue 
to eun these ads 
in light of this fact? 
Rod McElroy 
Women's
 
Caucus  
Editor: 
As participants
 for the 
entire  
three 
days
 of the first
 California 
convention 
of the 
National  
Women's
 Political
 Caucus 
at 
Berkeley, 
Sept.  28-30, we 
think 
that no story 
at all would have 
been 
better  than the 
truncated 
and hence 
misleading  convention
 
account  that you
 lifted from 
the  
Chronicle 
and printed 
Monday. 
Here
 is how 
an
 accurate 
story 
that 
stresses  the 
NWPC  news of 
interest
 to this 
campus
 might 
have read:
 
(Special  to the 
Spartan
 Daily) 
Berkeley,
 Sept. 30 - 
Four  SJSU 
women played
 prominent 
parts 
and  eight others 
were among the
 
400 
persons
 attending 
the first 
state 
convention 
of
 the NWPC 
held 
Friday 
through  
Sunday
 at 
the
 Hotel Claremont
 in Berkeley.
 
Convener 
of the general
 session 
was Carl 
Beauchamp,
 1972 
graduate  of 
SJSU.  At the 
head  of 
the 
32
-member 
Santa 
Clara 
County 
Caucus 
was 
Elaine
 
Rosendahl,  
political
 science
 
student.
 Dr. 
Audrey  S. 
Wells,  
political 
science 
faculty,  
chaired  
a 
workshop
 on 
candidate
 
selec-
tion,  and
 
Marjorie
 
Bernard  
of 
New  
College  
and 
Women's  
Studies
 
authored  a 
resolution
 that
 
urged 
the group
 to 
back a 
public 
hearing 
for 
Martha  
Mitchell.
 
Others  
attending
 
from 
this 
campus
 
were
 Ida
 
Brandon
 
and 
Karen  
J. 
Sweetland,
 
Women's
 
Studies;
 
Thelma
 
Perkins,  
SJSU 
1973
 
graduate;
 Carol
 
Swanson  
of 
the 
Birth 
Control
 
Center;  
Susanne
 
Elfving,
 
M.A.  
candidate
 
in 
public  
administration;
 
and  
three
 
political
 
science  
faculty,  
Prof.
 
Ellen
 
Levine,
 
Dr.  
Fauneil  
J. 
Rinn,  
and 
Dr. 
Roy 
E. 
Young.
 
In 
her 
key
-note  
speech,
 Arie
 
Taylor,
 first
 black
 woman
 
elected
 
to the 
Colorado
 
legislature,
 
gave
 
advice  on 
how 
to win 
elections.
 
Elected
 
as 
California's
 
representatives
 to 
the  
National
 
Organizations
 
were  two 
women
 
from 
Bakersfield,
 and 
a Black
 
and 
a 
Chicana.
 
The 
Martha  
Mitchell  
resolution  
was 
one  of 
50
 presented.
 
Others  
dealt  with 
such 
questions  
as the 
relation  of 
racism 
to
 sexism 
and 
the 
state  
caucus'  
responsibility
 
for the 
outstanding
 debts 
of Rep. 
Shirley 
Chisholm's
 
presidential  
primary
 
campaign.  
Ida  Brandon
 
Fauna Kinn 
Karen J. Sweetland 
Bunzel  
criticism  
Editor:  
I 
have 
not  read 
the full 
text of 
the 
address 
by 
President
 
Bunzel  
that
 was so 
heartily 
criticized
 by 
Mr. 
Bollinger  
in the 
Sept. 
28 
"Forum."
 Those 
remarks
 quoted
 
by 
Mr. 
Bollinger  
seemed 
quite 
clear,
 contrary 
to Mr. 
Bollinger's  
allegations,  
and hardly
 "in-
tellectualized
 racial
 slurs." 
What 
is patently 
clear is 
that  
Mr. 
Bollinger
 criticized
 the 
presentation  and
 not the 
content.  
Perhaps 
this  reflects
 the 
paucity
 
of Mr. 
Bollinger's
 vocabulary
 and 
intellectual
 capacity.
 He betrays
 
himself in his 
article. 
Had 
President 
Bunzel's 
wor-
ding 
been 
excessively
 
jargonistic
 
rather 
than 
demonstrative
 
of a 
good
 
vocabulary,
 
there  
would 
have
 been
 
grounds
 for 
criticism.
 
The 
address
 was
 
delivered
 
to 
people  
quite 
capable
 
of
 com-
prehending
 
it, 
and  I 
presume
 
President
 
Bunzel  
would
 
gear  
down
 to 
Mr. 
Bollinger's
 
level
 
should
 he 
ever 
have
 
occasion  
to 
deal 
with 
him. 
Mr.
 
Bollinger's
 
article  
itself  
is a 
prime
 
example
 
of 
ludicrous
 
writing.
 
His 
comments
 
about  
the 
Whiffenpoof
 
song  
are 
hardly  
relevant
 
to 
President
 
Bunzel's
 
address.
 If 
it is 
sarcasm
 
he 
seeks,  
he
 has 
a lot 
to 
learn.  
The 
article
 is 
coy 
and 
cute,  
and 
stimulates
 
nothing  
but 
boredom
 
with 
his 
juvenile
 
brand  
of 
journalism.
 
Diane
 
Burke
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News
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Compiled 
from the 
Associated
 Press 
Austrian
 
camp  
still
 
open
 
VIENNA
  Official Austrian 
sources disclosed 
yesterday  
that the 
Schoenau
 transit camp
 for emigrating 
Soviet  Jews 
will 
probably not be 
closed until other 
arrangements 
can  be 
made. 
The 
camp  is 
continuing
 to process 
Jews  bound for 
Israel 
despite 
a promise to Arab
 terrorists to 
close  it. 
About 100 
Soviet  Jews 
arrived
 there last 
Wednesday  under 
heavy 
guard  and were 
expected  to leave
 for Israel within
 24 
hours. 
Gas 
station
 shutdown
 
Independent  
service
 station 
operators  made 
final plans 
Wednesday
 for a 
massive
 shutdown 
throughout  
California
 
and Nevada today. 
The shutdown
 may last 
anywhere from 
three days 
to
 a 
week 
said
 spokesmen 
for the dealers, 
in protest of 
Phase  4 
ceiling prices on retail gasoline. 
However, San
 Jose 
operators
 
said 
they 
would 
not  par-
ticipate 
in the shut 
down
 but would 
take  the matter 
to the 
courts. 
Possible
 
antitrust
 action 
SAN FRANCISCO - Oil refineries
 in this area will have to 
change their equipment in order to remove 
enough sulphur 
independent service
 station owners, 
due to threats of 
organized shutdowns.
 
Attorney Mark
 Anderson said, "An 
agreement
 to close gas 
stations may 
come  under that section 
(Sherman
 Antitrust 
Act). But the matter 
is  under investigation and no action
 has 
been 
taken."
 
Anderson also said 
the department's antitrust division in 
Washington, 
D.C., is studying the matter. 
Refineries
 must retool 
SAN FRANCISCO  Oil
 regineries in this area will have 
to 
change their equipment in 
order  to remove enough sulphur 
from high
-sulphur oil to meet 
California's  standards of 
sulphur 
emrnisions. 
Eneas Kane, a 
vice-president for 
Standard  Oil of 
California, told the 
Bay Area Pollution Control Board
 
Wednesday that Stanford 
Oil is planning to spend $150 million 
to expand and alter its 
Richmond  refinery equipment. 
Fund 
drive
 
on 
The United
 Fund 
Drive, 
which  
collected
 $21,248 
at 
SJSU last year, 
will be held 
on 
campus
 this month. 
Stanley 
Benz, current 
campus 
campaign  coor-
dinator, said 
no
 monetary 
goal has been set for 
campus 
collections, but that depart-
ment coordinators will work 
hard to get a 
larger number 
of people to contribute. 
Department represent-
atives for the drive will meet 
3 p.m., Thursday, Oct. 11 in 
Dudley Moorehead Hall for a 
kickoff meeting.
 More than 
Fiesta
 
aids 
center
 
The Fiesta
 Del Ano is 
scheduled for today at 1 
p.m., Seventh and San 
Carlos streets
 in the 
barbecue area. All 
Chicano students are 
invited.
 
The fiesta 
is sponsored 
by Somos  Raza 
of San 
Jose City College and the 
SJSU MECHA. There 
will be food and live 
music
 followed by a 
dance in the S.U.
 Loma 
Prieta Room. All 
proceeds are to help start 
a cultural center. 
100 of them 
will distribute 
information
 and pledge 
cards to faculty and staff 
members. 
Benz urged department 
heads who have not chosen a 
coordinator to do so and 
get 
in touch
 with him. 
Steinbeck
 
movies 
shown  
Two John 
Steinbeck  
films,
 
"The 
Pearl"  and 
"Forgotten  
Village,"
 will be 
shown  
Wednesday, 
in the S.U. 
Loma Prieta 
Ballroom  from 
7:30-10 
p.m.  The films 
are 
free. 
"The Pearl" traces 
the 
ordeals of a Yaqui Indian 
who fights to protect family 
and property from outsiders 
attempting  to steal the 
Indian's black 
pearl. 
"Forgotten Village" is a 
semi
-documentary film 
focusing 
on
 traditional 
Mexican -Indian folk arts 
such as herb healing, 
prophesying, and exorcism. 
Both film showings are 
sponsored by the SJSU 
Mexican American 
Graduate Studies 
Depart-
ment.  
Cherry
 
Blossom  
John 
Havens 
queen,
 Rhoda Umano 
Queen  
will  
reign
 
By Jim Kelley 
Rhoda Kay Umano's 
tenure as the 
1973 Cherry 
Blossom Queen has dispelled 
some
 myths of a beauty 
queen and 
compounded  
others for her. 
As most 
aspirants,  the 20-
year -old SJSU  senior dance 
major 
had  personal reasons 
for entering 
the contest as do 
most contestants. 
Public 
exposure,
 
notoriety, and many of the 
other career benefits
 were 
considerations  that she 
weighed before finally 
deciding  to enter, but these 
reasons 
were not the main 
factor. 
Umano finally entered the 
contest  after deciding that 
her 
participation in the event 
would be a personal con-
tribution to Asian 
represent-
ation in public affairs. 
Bunzel
 
on 
TV 
SJSU Pres. John H. 
Bunzel, will
 appear Saturday 
on 
"Newsmaker,"
 a KPIX-
Channel 5 television
 
program. 
He will discuss national 
and state events before a 
panel of newsmen, including 
the 
constitutional crisis 
involving the 
President  and 
vice president, 
and  the 
upcoming gubernatorial 
campaign.
 
The show will air at 2 p.m. 
Dr. Bunzel was the 
chairman of 
the Political 
Science department at San 
Francisco
 State University 
prior to 
accepting
 the 
presidency at SJSU
 in 1970. 
Her participation has not 
only benefited her in obvious 
ways, but broadened the 
young 
Asian student 
culturally in many 
areas.  
Having never worn a 
kimono before, she found in 
one 
contest
 area that she 
would be required to wear 
one. 
"There is a 
complete  style 
of etiquette that goes with 
the kimono that specifies the 
wearer must not ever show 
even her ankles so as not to 
offend 
anyone in her 
presence," she explained. 
The third generation 
Japanese American ob-
viously mastered the 
protocol as she was crowned 
the Cherry Blossom Queen 
for 1973 in April with Mayor 
Norman Mineta acting as 
one of the contest judges. 
Now representing the 
contest, she left yesterday 
for a three-week tour of 
Japan, where she will visit 
Okayoma and Osaka, 
the  
sister cities of San Jose and 
San 
Francisco.  
Umano had
 some concern 
about the 
cultural  dif-
ferences she 
might  en-
counter  on her trip. 
After
 welcoming the 
mayor 
of
 Osaka to San 
Francisco  recently, 
she 
realized the 
woman still 
remains 
subservient
 in, the 
Japanese culture. 
 
"Japanese businessmen
 
really 
aren't
 sure how to 
accept  a business 
card  from 
a woman," she said. But 
Umano is sure 
that
 her 
planning for the trip has 
prepared her for
 
these 
cultural differences. 
Umano will be continuing 
her 
studies
 in the fall 
semester 
upon
 her return 
from Japan. 
The 
Sunday  
Foram  
"The Church's Role in Mental llealth" 
Chaplin Moffatt 
Dennis
 
Sonoma State
 
hospital 
Sun Oct 
7th  at 7:00 
p.m.
 
at 
The New Wineskin 
Grace Baptist
 Church 
10th 
and  San 
Fernando
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Free 
motorcycling
 class 
offered  
How would
 you like 
to 
learn 
to ride a motorcycle
 
for 
free?  
The  Yamaha 
International
 
corporation 
is sponsoring a 
"Learn
-to -Ride" 
safety 
program this weekend
 at the 
San Jose 
Municipal
 Stadium. 
Hours are from 
10
 a.m. to 5 
p.m. both days. 
The program 
is designed 
to reduce accidents among 
beginning
 motorcyclists. It 
will give riding 
instruction
 
and safety techniques,
 with 
motorcycles and 
helmets 
provided for 
the partici-
pants. 
The program 
is open to the 
public, but people 
under  18 
must have 
written  parental 
permission.
 The safety 
program is supported by 
national and local safety and 
civic organizations, in-
cluding the National High-
way Traffic 
Safety  
Administration. 
Total  instruction lasts 
about 40 
minutes.
 
A graduate of the "Learn -
to -Ride" Safety Program 
can 
take the Yamaha rider 
safety course. This is a 
comprehensive two-hour 
program covering  advanced 
techniques. 
One hour 
of
 the advanced 
$42
 
million set 
for new
 
Capitol  
A bill that could
 clear the 
way  for 
construction
 of a 
new  $42 million 
state
 Capitol 
became
 law 
yesterday 
without  Gov. 
Ronald 
Reagan's  
signature.
 
It 
was  the only bill 
among
 
nearly 1,400
 passed by the 
1973 State Legislature
 which 
Reagan
 failed to act 
upon. 
The 
governor  has 12 days 
to sign 
or
 veto bills placed 
before him 
that have been 
approved by 
the Legislature 
before they 
automatically  
become law. 
It was only the fourth time 
in seven 
years (since the 
pocket -veto 
was  abolished in 
1966) that 
Reagan  had 
allowed legislation
 to be 
enacted 
without
 his 
signature. 
By Tuesday 
midnight,  the 
Constitutional 
deadline  for 
the 
governor's 
action, 
Reagan 
had  signed 1205 bills 
into law and 
vetoed 171, the 
most he has ever
 vetoed in a 
year. 
The 
Capitol measure, 
News show 
premieres  
SJSU's Radio-Television 
News Center will present its 
first news show of the 
semester tonight at 6:30 on 
Channel 54 and tonunorrow 
morning at 11 on San Jose
 
cable 
television.  
"Update," a weekly 
presentation, features 
campus news and guest 
interviews. The
 first show's 
guests will be Dr. Norman 
Dolloff, emeritus professor 
of geology at SJSU, and  A.S. 
Pres. 
Rudi Leonardi. 
introduced by Assemblyman 
Willie Brown (D -San 
Francisco) requires con-
struction of a new legislative 
building near the old ear-
thquake -hazardous Capitol,
 
unless the lawmakers decide 
on another alternative  that 
of expanding the structurally 
safe Capitol Annex. 
The major Reagan veto 
announced 
near midnight 
Tuesday was that 
of
 a 
sweeping energy bill by Sen. 
Alfred Alquist (D -San Jose) 
and 
Assemblyman
 Charles 
Warren ( D -Los Angeles). 
The 
measure 
would  have 
created  a five
-member 
cornmision with 
authority to 
ban or approve 
sites  for the 
construction 
of
 nuclear 
electric 
power  plants 
and  
ration 
fuel under 
certain  
shortage conditions. 
Reagan said the bill was 
"ill-considered" and would 
not contribute 
to a solution of 
California's 
energy crisis. 
Other last minute actions 
included the approval of a 
pair of campaign finance 
bills by 
liberal Democrats. 
Reagan signed a financial 
disclosure 
bill  by Sen. 
George Moscone 
(D -San 
Francisco) to force 
most  
elected state and local 
of-
ficials to make yearly 
declarations of investment
 
income or 
real
 property 
holdings in 
excess  of $1000 
and $10,000.
 The bill also 
requires disclosure of gifts
 
over $200 
except
 from family 
members.  
The other 
bill, by 
Assemblyman
 Henry 
Waxman D-Los Angeles)
 
lowers to $100 from $500  
the 
amounts of campaign 
contributions 
which  must be 
reported to the public. 
course will be a 
riding 
session. Covered will be: 
riding over an unexpected 
obstruction;  making a tight 
360 degree 
turn, panic stop 
and a slow 
riding test of 
balance and coordination. 
The advanced 
course
 will 
be from 9-11 
a.m.  and 1-4 
p.m. both
 days. 
Stanford
 grad 
programs 
talk
 
Ronald  Arroyo,
 assistant 
to the 
dean of 
Graduate 
Studies 
at Stanford,
 will be 
in
 
the 
EOP  staff 
lounge
 today 
I located 
in EOP 
Building  on 
the 
corner
 of Ninth 
and San 
Fernando 
streets) 
with
 in-
formation 
on the 
various  
graduate
 
programs
 
at 
Stanford  
University.
 
Arroyo
 will
 also 
have
 
information
 
on
 
financial
 
assistance
 
for  
minority
 
students.
 
He 
will 
be
 on 
campus  
from 
Ito 4 
pin. 
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Be a 
special
 
kind of Navy 
Flyer.
 
Be a Naval
 Flight Officer. 
Whenever
 a Navy plane is under
 
electronic
 control, that plane
 is in the 
hands 
of
 a Naval Flight 
Officer.  Naturally,
 
as a candidate 
for Naval Flight 
Officer
 
training you'll need some very special 
qualifications. 
First,  you must really want 
to fly, even
 if you've never flown 
before.
 
You'll also need a college degree and the 
kind
 of mind that works 
well
 with math 
and physics. 
Waiting at the end of your 
training 
program is a Navy Commission and the 
Golden Wings of a 
Naval Flight Officer. 
By then you'll be an expert in areas like 
Jet Navigation and Airborne Control ... 
equipped to do your job wherever 
you go. 
But whatever 
your
 specialty, travel 
will be part of your life. And so will 
challenge, responsibility, 
achievement 
and 
reward.
 
If that's 
the kind of career 
you're  
looking for, and
 if you think 
you've  got 
what it takes lobe a Naval Flight Officer, 
send in the 
coupon. It will bring you all 
the facts. Or talk it over with your Navy 
recruiter.  
He's
 at 
415-273-7377  
Well be on 
campus
 
Oct  
8-12.  
See us 
at the  Aero 
Campus
 
from
 
9am-4pm.
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How they make 'em 
and
 
how
 
they 
wear
 
'em  
As the patches, holes, bleach stains and 
stringy hems may denote, the thousands of 
Levi's worn on campus have been through a 
lot. 
But what most of those bearers probably 
do not know, is their
 Levi's go through 
almost as much at the 
factory,
 in a different 
sense of course, before they come out 
nice  
and dark -denim blue, stiff, and flawless -just 
how most consumers don't like them. 
On a recent visit
 to the Levi Strauss plant 
in San Jose, the 
Spartan  Daily found out how 
these best-selling jeans
 are made. Dick 
Duncan, the plant 
manager,
 guided through 
the 
maze  of buzzing sewing 
machines,  
cutting 
boards, and most of all, blue 
denim. 
The San Jose
 plant only produces the blue 
classic Levi's, 
or
 "boot jeans." Duncan said 
they average 
6,700 pair a day, and 
on 
Monday they will
 add to their number 
with
 
pre-bleached jeans. With
 the help of a local 
laundry they will bleach the new jeans and 
then 
ship them out to be sold. In the future 
they will also sew their own patches on the 
jeans. 
Each
 part of the pair of Levi's  
is made 
separately --equalling
 46 different 
operations. The 
first step is cutting the 
material for the jeans
 and pockets. Layers 
of denim are laid out on a long 
cutting board 
in stacks 54 -pair high. A cutting machine 
cuts through the stack in the shape of a pant 
leg or pocket. The women ( and some men) 
at the sewing machines get the material 
next and rapidly sew the pockets and watch 
pockets together with one of Levi's 
trademarksthe
 orange thread. 
A fast 
worker at the plant of 280
 em-
ployes can work on 170 pair of Levi's a day. 
The workers who sew on the orange V-shape 
on the back pockets 
have
 to use a single 
needle
 machine, therefore 
having
 to sew the 
two lines
 of thread in perfect 
uniform  with 
each other. One 
group  of workers sew 
the 
legs, one the flies, 
another  the labels and 
tags, and so on.
 
The last step is 
the  inspection, where the 
jeans are checked
 for skipped stitches, 
misalligned 
buttons,  and missing 
loops.
 If 
these inspectors 
miss a flaw the next in 
line, 
the quality inspector, will 
send  all the pairs 
back for a reinspection. 
Photos
 by 
Ken Bisio 
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I 
call 
'em 
like 
I see 'em 
By Paul A. Stewart 
"Student  
priorities 
in funding
 the 
athletic  
programs  
will  
change
 and 
past  dollar 
levels of 
funding  
cannot
 be 
relied  on 
as a basis 
for future 
projections."  
This  is a 
direct
 quote 
from  the 
budget  
report
 that 
President  
John H. 
Bunzel signed
 this past 
Monday. 
I can 
take  a guess 
at the 
outcome
 of this 
statement 
( which 
is the 
usual,  if not 
logical thing
 to do, 
when
 trying 
to figure 
out 
generalized  
statements).  
But it 
wasn't that 
unpredictable.
 Athletics
 has long 
been 
the 
whipping  boy for 
monetary, 
social,  or 
whatever
 ills that 
plague a 
college. It has
 also often 
been the 
major  tool in 
many 
political  and 
student
 movements. 
Why?
 Because it's 
the  showcase for 
the college. In a 
long 
list of 
intangibles,
 it's the only 
thing that comes
 close to being 
tangible,  and 
therefore  the 
immediate  
target
 for any 
action  
on budgeting. 
But 
that's 
understandable,  it 
makes  a great 
deal of sense 
to 
start cutting 
back your 
most  publicly 
represented 
item. (Just 
like
 cutting 
back  on the 
band. After 
all, bands 
and music 
can't  possibly 
be instructionally
 related.) 
Take
 the case 
of UC-Santa 
Barbara. 
They  
complained
 it 
was 
costing  them 
$300,000 a 
year to 
run  their 
football  
program.
 In establishing
 their 
criteria, 
they
 took 
into
 ac-
count the 
secretaries'
 salaries, 
the  
coaches'
 salaries 
and  the 
custodians'
 salaries. 
Yet, when 
they 
dropped
 their 
program,  
all  these 
people
 
kept
 their jobs.
 Either 
the cost of 
running 
their  
football
 
program was
 grossly 
exaggerated  for 
the
 argument 
to
 end 
it, or 
they  should 
have pruned 
out all the 
unnecessary
 ex-
penses. 
Still, it's 
unfortunate  in 
the SJSU 
case,  for 
three
 reasons, 
that 
budget 
hassles
 have 
cropped up:
 
 The 
program
-right 
now: The 
SJSU
 athletic 
program in 
1973 
realistically
 looks to 
be the best 
in
 Spartan 
history.  This 
is not a 
sports
 editors' 
sympathetic 
drivel, nor a 
plug from 
the Sports 
Information 
Office. It's 
based on 
fact.  A young 
football  team 
has  found 
the
 right coach,
 who 
evidently
 has 
the 
right system.
 Dewey King
 did not. 
It
 is not 
uncommon
 in 
SJSU 
grid history
 for a team 
to be winning
 one year, 
draw  the 
people  in, 
and
 keep them
 over to 
the next 
season -until 
the 
fans realize 
that this is 
going to 
be
 a losing 
year.  Then 
it 
usually takes
 half of the 
next  season 
before  people 
realize the 
team's
 a winner
 again. 
Granted  
Darryl
 Rogers 
has yet to 
complete
 his first
 season as 
head  coach, 
but the fact
 remains 
he
 has a 
young  team 
( i.e. it will 
not bet be 
depleted 
drastically
 by 
gradation
-witness  the 
1972  team). 
Soccer, 
water
 polo, track,
 judo, 
*wrestling  and 
tennis all 
have 
legitimate 
chances for
 their 
respective  
NCAA
 crown. 
Never
 in Spartan 
athletic history 
have so many 
teams had 
realistic, 
not  outside, 
chances  of 
winning  their 
collegiate  
titles. 
 Spartan 
Stadium:  With 
proposed  new 
and  larger 
Spartan
 
Stadium 
already
 in the 
works,
 it's sad that
 the conflict 
over 
athletic funding
 has happened.
 Granted 
there  will be 
problems.  There 
always has 
been  with 
expansion
 and -or 
progress 
(take  your pick 
), but the fact
 remainswhat
 good 
will the 
expansion  be, if 
there are no 
teams,  or worse 
yet, 
depleted 
half-baked  attempts 
that simulate 
playing
 in the 
stadium.  Perhaps
 the council is 
counting  on that 
to bring in 
more 
athletic monies.
 That's a long 
way off, and 
the  budget 
concerns  us 
now.  
 University 
sentiment:  The first 
two points tie in, 
and 
illustrate the last.
 For some years 
now,  SJSU has 
struggled
 
for 
an athletic identity.
 Has it been a 
Wheaton  College, 
trying  
to be a USC-or 
is
 it a USC, 
trapped
 in the confines
 of a 
Wheaton  College? 
The
 struggle has 
finally
 culminated 
in 
1973,  with a whole 
new  athletic feeling 
for the latter, and 
my 
first two 
points illustrate 
why. As such, 
cuts  or 
concessions,
 
either way, 
will  hurt the 
entire  athletic 
program.  
Perhaps if the 
council  seats 
were
 filled by those
 who were 
interested  or 
sympathetic  to 
athletics,
 the budget 
would have 
passed 
three weeks 
ago,  with 
possibly
 more 
allocations
 for 
athletics. 
By the same
 token,
 if 
president  Bunzel had 
held  out any 
longer,
 it would 
have  hurt the 
budget and 
school as a 
whole 
even 
more  than it 
already  has
-and
 probably 
not endeared
 
athetics to 
many, 
considering  
the
 hold-up. 
But
 the breast
-beating 
by
 academicians,
 coaches
 and 
council
 members, 
along  with the 
customary 
deceits  and 
self-
delusions 
concerning 
athletic funding,
 is, though
 tiresome, 
never 
completely  
out
 of vogue, 
like a low 
grade  virus, 
it 
persists, 
and also like 
a low grade 
virus, it attacks
 without 
discrimination.
 
To paraphrase
 USC's 
head  football 
coach John 
McKay,  "A 
good  athletic 
program 
doesn't
 have a 
university,  a 
university  
has 
a good athletic
 program. 
It
 can be done 
anywhere." 
Let's  hope 
President
 Bunzel 
and the A.S.  
Council realize
 
that before
 it's too late. 
Gymnasts
 pay tuition 
in 
recent
 fundraiser 
The second 
annual 
SJSU  
gymnastic  team 
fund 
raising
 
event
 has chosen
 senior 
designing
 major Vic 
Ranoa 
as the recipient 
of this year's 
$83.00 check. 
The  
gymnastic
 team sold 
tickets
 during registration at 
50 cents apiece. 
For every 
500 tickets sold, one winner is 
selected for a tuition -sized 
check. This year's drawing 
was Sept. 30. 
The team will use the 
money to fund their trip 
to 
the upcoming
 NCAA gym-
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nastic 
championships  to 
be 
held 
at Penn 
State. 
Although  
gymnasts  
receives 
money  from 
Associated 
Students  through
 
the Athletic
 Department,
 it 
is not enough 
to completely 
cover expenses.
 
Nets
 well 
guarded  
Polo  
problem?
 
Sheldon 
Ellsworth,
 SJSU 
water polo 
coach has two 
goalies 
that could start for 
almost any team in the 
country.
 His problem is, 
which one 
will start for the 
Spartans?
 
Fred Warf was starting 
goalie 
on
 last year's third 
place NCAA team.
 As a 
Nicole
 
Benglveno
 
Fred 
Warf 
junior,
 Warf  blocked 75 
percent  of the shots on goal. 
Now 
a senior, Warf's 
position as starting goalie
 is 
being  challenged 
by
 J.C. 
transfer 
Ed White. 
White,  from Newport 
Beach, 
competed  in last 
year's junior 
college state 
championship 
tournament  
for third place
 finishers 
Golden West. 
This
 summer, 
White played 
with  a 
Southern
 California team 
that 
went
 to the 
AAU 
Nationals. 
Ellsworth 
described
 both 
men as 
being,  "very 
dedicated, willing
 to put out 
the extra effort that 
turns  
good players into 
out-
standing 
players." One of 
the benefits 
of having two 
goalies is that 
during 
practice the team 
gets to 
shoot against two 
different
 
styles of defense," Ellsworth
 
added. 
Although
 their goaltending 
styles
 may differ, their
 
philisophical 
outlook  on the 
competition was 
strikingly 
similar. 
Marching Band 
debuts
 
in grid
 tilt 
The Spartan Marching 
Band will make its 1973 home 
debut this Saturday evening 
at the SJSU-University of 
Pacific football game. 
When the 90-member band 
takes the field for the pre-
game
 show, it will mark the 
beginning of its 43rd year of 
entertaining at Spartan 
football games. 
Songs, arranged ex-
clusively for the band, will 
include the traditional "San 
Jose State Fight
 Song," "Do 
You Know the Way to San 
Jose?", "Down From 
Under,"  "Requiem
 for the 
Mass," "Fanfare for the 
Common Man," and 
"Appalachian Spring." 
For the past two years the 
band has been student -run, 
under the aegis of the San 
Jose State University Music 
Department. 
The director 
again this year is 
William  
Jeske; Wayne Downey is in 
his first year as music 
director. 
Up to 2000 man-hours of 
preparation by staff and 
marching members is 
required to perfect each' 
show. 
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Warf, a graduate of James 
Lick High School, 
played 
water polo for two
 years 
while at San Jose City 
College. He had this to say 
about the situation, "I like 
the competition.
 It makes 
you work harder in 
practice. 
It makes you play better and 
that makes the team play 
better." 
He explained that with two 
goalies, the team has to work 
harder on their shots during 
practice. He also pointed out 
that with two goalies, a lot of 
the work  especially during 
tournaments -- can be 
shared.
 
"Last 
year  in the NCAA 
tournament we 
had to play 
three games 
in
 one af-
ternoon,"  Warf said. "That's 
too much for one 
goalie. 
Sometimes  you'll have a 
bad day; everybody does. 
You know that with two 
goalies you have someone 
you can fall back on. That
 
way, the team won't suffer 
because  you're having an off 
day," Warf 
said.  
White 
had much the same 
feeling  about the competitive 
spirit. "I like the situation. I 
think  it makes me work 
harder and it works out 
better for the team,"
 White 
commented.  
A new NCAA rule
 this year 
provides  for the loss of one 
man for 30 
seconds  after a 
team 
commits it's tenth 
team foul. Under the old rule 
the opposing team would be 
awarded a penalty shotone
 
man against 
the goalieupon 
the calling of the tenth foul. 
Warf, who faced the man 
advantage in 
last Friday's 
contest against San Fran-
cisco State, had this to say 
about the new rule, "It's 
more exciting for everyone. 
It keeps the players alert
 and 
moving faster." 
White, no stranger to the 
 N 
Nicole 
Bengiveno  
Ed White 
rule, favors the
 change. 
"The AAU uses the rule and 
I 
like  it. It takes away 
the sure 
goal 
(penalty  shot). 
We
 have 
a good five on six squad
 and I 
think it will be 
harder for 
teams to score
 on us. 
Although
 it would never
 be 
easy 
to tell a top 
goalie to 
take a back 
seat, lots of 
coaches would 
love to have 
Ellsworth's  
"problem."  
Spartans 
prepare for 
Tigers, 
oldest
 grid 
series
 
for 
both
 teams
 
Bouncing back from a loss 
is never
 an easy thing, but 
the SJSU 
football team will 
be trying to do 
just that. 
when they
 face the 
University 
of Pacific this 
Saturday night at Spartan 
Stadium.  
While in the process of 
trying  to get back on the 
winning track, the
 Spartans 
will also be attempting
 to up 
their Pacific Coast Athletic 
Association 
mark to a 
league-leading 
3-0. 
Kick-off for this longest 
of 
grid series for both teams 
will be 7:30 p.m. 
The Spartans 
enjoy  a 26-18-
5 edge in the series, and 
records are somewhat 
sketchy, but it appears that 
football began on an in-
tercollegiate level for both 
Spartans
 and Tigers
 when 
they 
first  met in 
1895
 and 
battled to a 
0-0  tie. 
"There is 
no question that 
UOP is a great 
opponent,"  
said head coach
 Darryl 
Rogers, "in many respects I 
think UOP is much better 
than 
Stanford." 
The 
"Spartan
 Machine" 
will be lead
 by PCAA leader 
I-7
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Craig  
Kimball.
 In 
four 
games 
Kimball has
 passed 
86 times 
for 48 
completions
 
and
 537 yards.
 
On the
 receiving
 end 
of 
most of 
Kimball's 
aerials 
has  been 
split 
end  Ike 
McBee. 
Also over 
a four 
game 
period,
 McBee
 has 
caught
 19 
passes  for 
270 
yards. 
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THE
 
ICLIZAWITHAN
 
INNS
  
A 
unique  Irish folk 
group,
 plays from 
6:30  pm Thurs-Sat
 
FREE admission. Beer by the
 bucketful, marvellous food and superb 
wenches  
30 
So. 
1st 
Street
 tel. 288-9630 
CLASSIFIED
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
GUYS AND GALS! 
Join  a college age 
BALLET
 class at Eufrazia 
School
 of 
Ballet  Basic "technique" 
for  
beginning  dancers. 
Small  classes 
individual  attention 
Beverly 
Eufrazia 
Grant,  Dir 241-1300 
"Sprouts" Sandwiches. All kinds tor 
lunch  & dinner Open 
Sundays. I22E 
San Salvador Near the University
 
FRIDAY  FLICKS  Oct 
11 "Frenzy" 
Morris Dailey Auditorium,
 at 7 00 
and  10 
00
 PM 
THE AMERICAN INDIAN 
MOVEMENT  Representatives
 will 
speak al 8 p.m Thurs.
 Oct 11 in the 
Student 
Union  
Ballroom.  Sponsored 
by the
 AS
 
FREE (This program is 
tentative 
pending  A S budget ap 
proval)  
NEW 
DAY CARE CENTER opening 
for East side 
children,  located off 
Story Rd For 
information
 call 219 
2760 
  
DEMONSTRATION
 
By 
Paul 
Goldstein. 
director  & 
teacher
 
of the 
Massage 
Institute
 of Calif. 
in
 
San 
Francisco  
Given  to 
the 
recorded 
music  of 
Eric
 Satie & 
Carlos Santana.
 Mon Oct 8. 
Op
 
Christananda  35 
S 4th St S J 291 
6359 
SANSKRIT: The world's Oldest 
language  
Owing  to 
its 
purity, it is 
helpful 
in heightening self 
awareness and preparing 
the  mind 
tor deeper states of 
concentration
 & 
meditation
 A class will be taught
 at 
the Christananda 
Center
 Call 29/ 
6359 
WEDNESDAY FLICKS "Straw 
Dogs" Starring Dustin Hoffman and 
Susan George Wed Oct 10, 
7,30 & 10 
p 
m.
 50c Morris 
Dailey /hod.
 
Presented
 
by 
A.S
 
AUTOMOTIVE'
 
Triumph
 '72 Spitfire 12100.03 
or
 best
 
offer 
call
 269 230 or 266 9327  Most
 
sell! 
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE No 
Student Refused 25 percent OFF 
FOR 3.0 GPA OR NON SMOKER 
948 
0223  
Days Eve 241 8873 
'47 
Triumph  
650, 
good  
cond
 5650 6 to 
12 volt 
trensformer,
 perfect for VW. 
114 Call
 7341 4621 
'65 PORSCHE, electric sunroof, 
S5,3W
 63 Porsche,
 
no
 
engine  SM.
 
378 6351 after 6 p 
m 
65 
MUSTANG
 
289 V,
 Au? Kan. R, 
HT, 
PS, 
needs  
body  
work,  
5300 
or 
best 
offer
 
265 
2157
 after 6 p.m 
FOR
 
SALE
 
Most maior brands 
of
 quality stereo 
components available 
at dealer cost 
plus 10 
percent
 Additional
 discounts 
available
 on guaranteed
 used 
equipment periodic
 specials below 
dealer cost 252 
2028  after 
5 
P m 
SLACKLIGHT 
POSTERS SI 50. 
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND 
FIX 
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT 523 95 
2 FOOT
 118 95 AND 18 
INCHES  
57199,
 STROBE LIGHTS S17
 99, 
GAS
 
OLD BULBS 
5350,
 
PATCHES 
75c 8. UP, RADIOS 
15
 TRANS 52 95 
it UP, 
LEATHER GOODS
 8. 
BINOCULARS
 INSENSE
 25 
STICKS 29c PIPES 5150
 8. UP. 
INDIA  BEDSPREADS
 55 95 L UP, 
T 
SHIRTS  54200
 EACH, IRON ON 
TRANSFER 
VARIETY  75c EACH 
BROOKS.
 80 E San Fernando 1 
Blk  
from  SJSU 
Phone 292
 0409 
3 WAY 
STEREO
 SPEAKER 
SYSTEMS IN LARGE 
WALNUT 
ENCLOSURES These 
are high 
efficiency, full sounding systems 
which 
will improve sound with
 any 
components Each 
enclosure  has. 
12'  Woofer,  8" Mid range 3" 
Tweeter Available in 
columns or 
boxes SISO 00 CALL 248 6384 
SALE firm
 double mattress
 Also a 
Spanish
 typewriter
 BEST OFFER 
292 
6230
 early mornings 
or evenings 
MASON 
SHOES  for men 8. 
women 
since 1904 
EXCLUSIVE 
air  cosh 
insole!
 Complete line 
of
 
service  
shoes
 SALE men's
 dress oxfords
 6 
16 
AA
 EEEE 
Reg 249$ 
NOW 
21 99i SALE 
men's wingtips 6 13.
 A 
EEEE Reg 
77 95 NOW 73 99,
 
SALE
 
was nurse 
oxfords 411, AA 
EEE 
Reg 15 
95 NOW 13991
 SPECIAL! 
Save SI 
more if you are
 one of the 
first six
 customers. 
HURRY Sale 
ends
 
sgoni 
See the 
complete line of 
guaranteed 
MASON Shoes 
today 
Call Ken
 
at
 288 2049 am
 
for 
*PIK 
and demo
 LET'S 
GET 
ACQUAINTED,.
 
JOHNZER K1V Speakers 
12"woofer,  
5" midrange. 2000147 
horn & 3" 
Tweeters 
Dermensions  
17015 5"024" Value 
1300  Sell for 
1165 Call 9980376
 
STEREO COMPONENTS. COST 
PLUS 10 per cent Most major 
brands Call Ken 248 4578 after 6 
P 
ON SALE -- 
PAPERBACK  ED 
"Journey
 to ixtlan", by 
Carlos  
Castaneda 
AGAPE 35S 
4th
 292
 3452 
BOOKS BOUGHT AND TRADED
 
Recycle Book Store 235 S. 1st St , 
Si Fair prices, finest selection of 
used books & records in Son Jose 
We specialize in Sci Fiction, Social 
Science and 
Contemporary  Fiction 
HELP 
WANTED  
UNIQUE 
PART TIME WORK fOr 
students  married couples 52 96 hr 
289 
8267  for appt 
Local office 
needs young
 men or 
women with pleasant 
telephone  
voice to do customer 
service
 work 
No experience 
necessary,  salary 12 
to 3.50 hr Call Mr 
Lewis  287 8654 Or 
2860014 
PART.TIME HANDYMAN NEEDED 
Name your hours; very flexible 
1163 
hr 247 
3330 
BABYSITTER Close to SJSU 
911 T 
I h. 90000 Fridays I Child, Call 287 
5493 
B usbOys, 
Waiters,  
Dishwashers
 
exper Must Speak 
Cantonese 
Waikiki  Village Restaurant 
15466 
Los Gatos Blvd L G 356
 9164 
MEN WOMEN! 
JOBS
 ON SHIPS! No 
caper required
 Excellent pay 
. 
Worldwide 
travel  Perfect summer 
job 
or career Send 13
 for in 
formation
 
SEAFAX,
 
Dept
 JO
 
PD
 
Box 2049, Port Angeles, 
Washington  
98362. 
HOUSING 
COMING
 
SOON  
THE AMERICAN 
INDIAN
 MOVEMENT
 SPEAKERS,
 
STRAW 
DOGS, 
CHARLIE 
CHAPLIN
 FILM 
SERIES,  
(THESE
 
ARE TENT
 I TIVE 
PENDING
 A.S. 
BUDGET  APPROVAL 
Live
 in opportunity for young lady 
with 
sensitive  gentleman A 
real  
chance to find where you're at 
Please  be patient when calling I 
have
 a speech defect
 
7982308
 
after
 5 
P m  
WHAT
 IT ISI! 
Deluxe
 2 bdrm, 2
 
6th 
Apts 
Rec ern 
laund 
fac , gas
 BOG 
etc
 2 blks 
from
 
campus 
i 
7rno.
 
FREE  RENT
 So call 
998 2494 or 
come
 by 148 
E William 
St (corner 
4111/ 
ROOMS ACROSS THE CAMPUS, 
Boys 468 5 6th St & 99 S 9th from 
160 shared or 179 put Girls 182 S 
10th from 165
 mo Utilities pd. 
Elegant
 rooms newly decorated, 
apply after 4 
pm
 or call 2950514 
WORRY FREE TAX 
SHELTER'
 Nice 
English Tudor cottage
 
with  brick. 
half timbers, cathedral cell ,formal
 
dining, seperate studio Presently 
rented to nice, quiet people at 1250
 
mo Only 127,950 with ES 
CEPTIONAL terms' HOFFMAN 
REALTORS
 247 
3330 
ROOMMATE 
WANTED  To share 
2 
bdrm Apt near campus
 with one 
other 210 S 17th St Apt
 
42953786
 
FREE COTTAGE for 
single girl in 
return
 tor 1' 7 h., 
a day odd 
lobs car 
needed  2541 
1276 after
 5 p m
 or 
before 8 
30 
am
 14750 
Clayton
 Rd 
Lg. 2 MM. 2 bath 
turn
 Apt $215 mo 
See at
 399S 
2th St or 
Call 290 1607 
FEMALE 
GRADUATE  ADULT
 
wanted
 share house 
Hester
 Ave & 
Alameda
 
585 Call 998 !630a
 m Own 
2 rooms 
LIBERATED  Women 
I 2 children to 
share household & sitting
 
re,Pon  
Share  by house 1,140 
ino or locate 
larger
 
house 
approx WO Call 
738 
14,4111.,
 
Tay 
1,2.3 ROOMMATES to share 2 lovely 
(urn apts Color 
Iv
 5I95 446S 17th 
No 4 265 2470 eve or 841 8155 
GIRLS: FURN, APT. S20 off 1120 
550 Off 3
 bdrm turn apt 
$190  130 
off 2 bdrm turn apt 1150 blk SJU
 
Clean, attraction 449 5 10th St. 10 am 2vprn  
SUPER LARGE 1 bdrm
 apt I 1 3 bath. 
sunny,
 new carpets, ideal for 3 
bib from campus 439 
S 
4th St 998 
06 
ART1
 0  STUDIOUW   
SPACE 
WANTED  Must 
have
 hot & 
cold water & elec 
Pay to 
150 mo 294 
3356
 
4 
bedroom  
house  for 
rent 
walking
 
distance to 
campus
 
$350  per mo 
Call 7262565 
WANTED.  
FEMALE
 Student
 to share 
bdrm apt 
575  a utl 
nu Call 
Nancy  241 
8822 
before
 5 pm 
Huge old house
 Willow Glen?
 story 3 
bdrm
 your own
 room, 
library,
 dark 
room,
 
fireplace,
 huge 
kitchen dish 
washer, 
wash dryer, 
garage  Plenty 
Of trees 
& space Prefer
 female non 
smoker
 $70 Call 
998 2151 
GIRLS 2 bdrrn 
turn apt
 
1,blk 
SJSU  
Sun patio 
bit
 
in kitchen,
 water  
garb
 pd2 30pn Clean 449 
5 10th St 10 
m
  
FURN.
 APTS.? BORM8, 1 bdrm WW 
carp
 6pm ref rig, stove, utilities pd 
408  S 
5th St 
Facing
 Duncan Hall 298 0934I 
after 
ft
  
HOUSE FURN.
 For up to 4 2 
bdrm
 
Living & Dining, Garage E Reed 
St & 5 
10th Call 2403023 or 739 5479 
BEAUTIFUL  3 YR 
OLD,
 3 
bdrm
 
HOUSE
 FOR 
SALE.  Blossom 
Hill 
area  Assume 7 per 
cent FHA Must 
see! 227
 6992 Full price 528,750
 
MALE 
STUDENTS
 ONLY Clean
 rms. 
quiet. 
Single & doubles kit
 
Put
 140 
mo & up 617 
S 6th St 638 5 5th
 St 
Afternoons & evenings 
MALE
 & FEMALE 
STUDENTS to 
live in large,
 
beautiful
 & 
spiritual 
ho1m2e, 
Yoga, 
vegetarian,
 become 
en studt or 
teacher 
of had,a  yoga,
 
may be 
able  to provide
 work 192 
15
  
PERSONALS 
UNWANTED  
HAIR 
REMOVED
 
PERMANENTLY
 235 E 
Santa  
Clara  Street
 Rm 811 
294 4499 
Nantelle  
FRIDAY FLICKS Oct 
12
 "Frenzy" 
Morris Dailey Aud 
at 7 00 and 
10
 00 
pm 
LOST  it FOUND 
REWARD  
Prescription 
glasses,
 
gold.  
wire
 frames
 
Contact
 Joan
 at 
294 
8955
 
or
 leave
 message
 
at 286 
6275 
LOST 
ON 9TH OF ART
 BLDG. Ornate
 
silver  cross Great
 
sentimental
 
value. 
Reward  326 
3775
 collect 
SERVICES
 
TYPING 
OF
 ALL KINDS
 Fast ac 
curate 
and dependable
 Mrs Alice 
Emmerich 
249  2864 Santa Clara 
WEDNESDAY FLICKS "THE LAST 
PICTURE SHOW" starring Claris
 
Leacnman, Ben 
Johnson,  
Cybill
 
Shepherd
 WED SEPT 26. 7.30 
pm & 10 pm 
50c Morris Dailey 
Sod presented by A 5 
FREE RM
 
I 
BD 
in
 each for 
babysitting
 (Mother
 works 
swing/  
Children
 4 
& 
2. I 
Int'd  
Call  241 
1797 
STUDENT
 
TYPING
 85, 
per  page 
close
 to campus
 Phone 
998 1869 
HAIRCUTS I 
TRIMS  
All  Styles
 
Only
 
SI SO 
Call 
287  2678 Say 
goodbye
 to 
Split Ends
 
PHOTOGRAPHY
 Weddings SW. 
Free 
color
 slides 
Advertising.
 
Portraits, 
PR 275 0596 
WRITING  
AND 
RESEARCH 
Assistance 
Typing,
 
Editing  
Call 
227 
3993 
Classified Rates 
 Is, .4. 
dark 
3 lines SI SO 200 225 
240
 
2S0
 35 
4 hoes
 200 2 50 275 
190 300 35 
5 !ones
 
250 300 325 340 350 35 
6 lines 
300
 
350 375 
390 
400
 
35 
Add 
SO 
SO 50 
so so 
Check a Classification 
nciaum 
amul.  
LU
 F a, 
Saw 
n Newt, 
Wasted
 
load 
n Pow siin six 
11 5 
r 4f 
4pf 
BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY 
HIGH qualify wedding photography 
for 
LOWEST  Bay area rates 588 
includes  gold &  white 
album  60 
color 
prints  of your choice tull set 
of 
slides BRIDE KEEPS 
ALL  
NEGATIVES Extra 
full color 8 X 
10's 11 25 each Staff of 20 
photographers
 
Make  an 
4.17 
pointment see our samples 
then  
decide. Open every 
evening until 10 
p.m. for FREE Bridal 
Packet Call 
257 3161
 
RENT A 
TV OR STEREO,
 free 
delivery, free service Call 
Esche's
 
251 2598 
ALL  KINDS OF TYPING.
 My home, 
Narrative  & 
Statistical,
 Reports, 
Stencils,
 Theses, 
Reasonable
 266 
9721 
PIANO
 ACCOMPANIST
 For vocal 
Studio Able to play 
Arias & Songs 
Westsde 379 1648 
GUITAR
 LESSONS 
Reasonably  
priced All 
styles Experienced in 
struc tor George Smith 246 4271 
before 9 pm 
AM FM STEREO ELECTROPICONIC 
Amp
 w slide controls & circular 
black  
light 
dial
 2 Or old 1125 374 
2457
 
TYPISTFAST,
 Accurate 
Can  edit 
Master's etc 
Near AJCC 
Mrs 
Aslanian 
298 4104 
TYPING.
 
Reasonable.
 
experienced
 
& 
fast 
IBM 
Selectric  
with 
symbols  
font
 for 
technical  
typing  Na 
editing
 
Call
 263 
2739
 
TYPING
 297 4355
 
TRANSPORTATION
 
FLYING 
SOON?  Well "It pays to be 
young 
with TWA" Your TWA 
Campus 
Representative  
Bill 
Crawford
 
1225 7262/ can help you 
make your GETAWAY Fly at 18 per 
cent off with TWA Youth passport & 
Take 
up
 to 24 months 
to 
pay 
with a 
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD 
Call 225 7262 for Information 
after 
5 00 For reservations call 198 6600 
or 
your
 
local travel agent
  
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIED
 
ADVERTISING
 
277-3775  
Print Your Ad Here: 
jc ee,,, are, 
Irltrrs  
and lei
 pa.). I 0.1 
9..91/41 
Name
 
C ly   
.I
 
S  
IDays  
SIND 
CHOIRMOW r oRn,P 175  i 
tam 
In 
4, 14 
pub,
 
aim 
CA50  
IC/ 
SPAR  IAN 
(1 ASSof
 18(1 SAN 0758 SrA7 I 
COLLEGE
 LALif 99114 
 
dates only 
 21'
 
Probation
 
policy  
affects
 
only 
a few
 
Just 
what
 do 
the 
new 
trustee
 
rules  
regarding
 
probation
 
and 
disqualification
 
mean  
to
 the 
SJSU 
student?
 
According
 to 
Burton
 
R. 
Brazil,
 
executive
 
vice  
president,
 
the
 
new 
regulations
 
"won't
 
make  
that
 
much
 
difference
 
to the
 
average
 
student."
 
The  
new  
policy
 
which  
allows 
probation
 
and  
eventual
 
disqualification
 for 
students
 who 
habitually
 
sign 
up
 for 
classes
 and 
then 
with-
draw 
from 
them 
and 
for 
those 
who 
fail 
to
 make
 
adequate
 
progress
 
toward  a 
degree,
 is based
 on a 
system 
of
 
progress
 
points 
and 
the  
grade  
point  
average.
 
The 
system,
 
designed
 
to 
rid the 
school  of 
"perennial
 
students"
 
and 
open 
up 
Student
 
fatality
 
From 
Page  One 
A bill 
just
 introduced
 by 
Sen.  
Kennedy,  
which 
recommends  
limiting  aid 
to 
Chile, has passed
 the Senate-
-"but  it is 
only a recom-
mendation,"  
said 
Fagen.  
"We  want 
no
 military 
or 
economic
 aid
-period -to 
the 
junta.
 It's 
an un-
constitutional
 
government."  
The United
 Nations 
has  set 
up a 
small commission 
to 
study 
the situation 
but,  
according
 to Fagen,
 there 
are 
no
 Americans on 
it. 
He
 is working 
locally
 on 
the problem
 now, 
engaging
 
interested 
persons to 
write  
their 
representatives  in 
Washington 
and  ask that 
Congress "take 
action to 
insure civil rights
 in Chile 
and to see that 
asylum  be 
guaranteed  all exiles." 
classes to 
the "serious 
student", will affect 
"much,  
much less than one 
per cent 
of
 the SJSU students,"
 said 
Clyde Brewer, 
dean of ad-
missions and 
records.
 
The new 
regulation,  which 
received  
unanimous  ap-
proval 
last week 
by the 
Board 
of Trustees, 
was 
protested
 by the California
 
State 
University and 
Colleges Student
 Presidents 
Association 
(CSUCSPA).  
Alfonso 
Brigham, 
president of 
CSUCSPA, said 
the organization 
was  "op-
posed to the 
whole 
philosophy
 of adding new 
burdens 
on
 the student. 
"The rational of 
the  Board 
on this measure was to put a 
stop
 to the professional
 
student. 
The  
CSUCSPA,
 
however, 
is against the 
additional pressure
 placed 
on the student
 by this 
measure,"  he 
said. 
"The student 
shouldn't  
have the added burden
 of not 
being 
able  to drop 
classes," 
he
 added. 
The  newly 
implemented
 
progress  point plan 
requires  
that a student earn 
at
 least 
two times as many 
progress 
points as all units 
attempted.  
Progress points
 are 
computed on the same 
scale  
as grade points with a "no
-
credit" grade appearing as - 
zero points and a "credit" 
grade receiving the same 
number
 of grade points as a 
If the total number of 
progress points is less than  
twice the number of units 
attempted,
 the student is 
placed on 
automatic 
probation.  
Two
 semesters of 
probation and 
the  student is 
automatically
 disqualified. 
However, 
according  to 
Brewer, the 
new  system 
gives the 
student 
Position 
cancelled
 
From Page One 
In other action the council 
voted to terminate the A.S. 
position of sports in-
formation director, effective 
Nov. 15. The position, 
currently 
held  by Wynn 
Cook, has 
come entirely 
under the 
jurisdiction of 
the  
intercollegiate  
athletics  
department. 
Once the A.S. terminates 
its role in 
funding
 that 
position, the fate 
of the 
position is up to the state, 
A.S. advisor Louie
 Barozzi, 
explained. 
The council approved
 the 
third reading 
of
 Act 42,  
which established a 
per-
sonnel
 selection committee. 
Act 50,which will split the 
program board
 into two 
smaller boards 
acting
 under 
the larger
 board, was 
tabled.  
SHARE
 
looking
 
for
 7,000 
tutors  
Operation 
SHARE needs 
tutors this
 semester. 
Registration for 
the program 
will  close 
Friday,  Oct.
 12, 
and SHARE 
is still short 
1,000 people. 
The
 department is an 
official
 part of the
 SJSU 
Education
 Department so 
students 
can  earn from one 
to three units,
 depending on 
the amount of 
time  spent 
weekly. The 
units  are upper 
division, but 
available to 
freshmen  aad 
sophomores.
 
Students  who
 join SHARE 
will
 have a 
chance  to 
ex-
perience
 meaningful
 and 
productive
 
relationships  
with 
selected  
San
 Jose 
children 
who  need 
personal 
and 
academic  
guidance
 on a 
one-to-one
 basis, 
according  
to Cindy 
Masarro of 
SHARE.  
The 
first  tutor
-orientation
 
program will be a 
breakfast
-
through
-lunch session, 
8:30 
a.m. to approximately 2 
p.m.
 
in Morris Dailey auditorium. 
guest speakers
 will be 
Gil Solam, SHARE founder 
and 
Willie 
Brown 
Jr., 
chairman
 of the 
State 
Assembly 
Ways  and 
Means  
Committee. 
If 
you  want to 
be
 a tutor or 
need 
transportation
 to the 
orientation
 session,
 call 286-
6785 
or visit the 
SHARE 
office,  
located  
behind
 
Morris
 
Dailey  
auditorium.
 
VIEW, 
FREE! 
Up to 5qts. 
Penzoil. 
"numerous
 appeal
 
avenues." 
The 
student  may 
request
 
an 
appeal  before 
the 
Admissions  and 
Standards
 
Committee
 of the 
admissions  
office to 
determine  unusual
 
circumstances 
or clerical 
and 
administrative
 errors. 
The 
student
 may 
also  appeal 
a second 
time 
before
 he is 
disqualified. 
"There is 
a good 
deal  of 
latitude 
in the 
system  
for
 
local 
decision  
making,"  
Brazil  noted. 
"We have a 
humane
 record 
here." 
Brewer
 said 
the progress
 
points 
will be used
 as a "flag 
and 
an indicator"
 for the 
student 
who is doing
 poorly 
in 
school.  
The 
student  is allowed 
to
 
move
 at his own 
rate,  
Brewer
 said, 
however  he 
must
 complete at 
least half 
of what he sets
 out to do. 
Thus the part-time
 student is 
no more affected 
than the 
regular student. 
Approximately
 900 
students were disqualified 
last year and Brazil said 
"the significance of the new 
system can only be deter-
mined through experience
 
and what happens this 
year." 
Bagel
 time 
The 
San 
Jose 
Hillel 
Foundation,
 a 
local  
chapter
 
of the 
national  
organization
 
for 
Jewish 
students,
 
will  
have 
a lox and
 bagel
 brunch 
11 
a.m.,  
Sunday,  
at the 
Jewish
 Student
 Center, 
441 S. 
10th St. 
Cost 
is 75 
cents 
for 
members
 and
 $1 for
 non-
members.
 
Membership  
fees 
are 
92.50 per 
semester  or $4 
for a 
year.  
The 
purpose
 of 
the  Hillel 
Foundation  is to 
serve the 
needs 
and  interests 
of
 Jewish 
students 
at
 SJSU, 
according  
to Lisa 
Sinizer, president.
 
For 
information,
 call 
293-
4188, or leave a note
 in box 
316, New College 
(Building 
EL RANG 
I
 'RIVE -IN 
'4117  
Rated  PG 
Burt Reynolds 
"WHITE LIGHTNING" 
"THE 
MECHANIC"  
"WINNING" 
All Color Shows 
Al
 Dusk 
TROPICAIRE
 I 
Rated 
fi 
"DETROIT 9,000"
 
"WONDER
 WOMAN" 
"HAMMER
 OF 
GOD"  
All Color 
Shows 
As 
Dusk
 
TROPICAIRE II 
Rated
 R 
"DOLL SOUAD"
 
"CHAIN GANG WOMEN" 
,  "PRETTY MAIDS 
ALL IN A ROW" 
All Color 
Shows At 
Dusk 
BAYSHORE
 
295 
595,
 
Rated  R 
"SLAUGHTER  HOUSE 
FIVE" 
"HARRAD 
EXPERIMENT" 
"PLAY IT 
AGAIN  SAM" 
All 
Color Shows At 
I )usk 
DO 
YOUR OWN 
' When you 
use our lift 
for  
1 
hour 
minimum  
and bring
 
this ad. Offer 
good  
through
 
Oct.  6, 
1973 
FREE 'RARE FLUID FOR BRAKE JOBS!
 
TOOLS
 S. EQUIPMENT GALORE 
FREE
 USE OF TOOLS WITN LOW SPACE 
RENTAL 
L if t 
rates  $4. per
 hr. based
 on actual
 time 
after  first 
hour. 
6PM-10PM 
Mon -Fri, 
10AM-10PM  
Sat, 10AM-6PM
 Sun. 
DO-IT-YOURSELF
 
AUTO
 
REPAIRIK
 
2970 
DAYLIGHT  WAY  
226-4601  
iUST Off 
50.1st
 St 
(Maguey  ihrf
 
BETWEEN
 CURTNER  & 
CAPITOL EXPWY 
1ft
 
\\*la'
 6111041iir 
Recycled 
clothing
 surplus 
mart  
army -navy -civilian 
cVtlari. 
Sal. 
10:30
 
6:30
 
 
Plaase
cone
 in 
and  see our 
fabulous  array of 
surolus
 
clothing  at huge 
bargain
 prices on all 
items  including: 
Faded
 
blue 
j 
eartt  
bucii
 
pi 
Sh;ot
 
Der, 
irn 
34..eke
 
t 
westerq.
 
Sktiots  
1K14
 
-Associaterte-5;høtS
 
 C 
476  
SO
 
ie.
 St 
 
lone
 
block
 from San 
Salvador  St.)
 
S 
nice Murphy 
SJSU 
students
 lined up 
yesterday in 
the S.U. 
Ballroom
 to turn 
in 
their
 registration 
packets  and 
pay
 fees on the 
last day. 
Students
 
who 
turn 
in
 packets today 
must
 pay
 a GS late 
fee.  
Expanded
 V.A.
 
office
 
From page one 
assistance in 
meeting the 
admission 
requirements 
of
 
the  school he plans to attend. 
A staff of 
tutors is being 
assembled at 
SJSU
 to help 
veterans 
having  difficulty in 
various subjects. 
Psychological counseling 
is also available at the office. 
The veterans' office came 
into being 
partly  through the 
efforts of veterans'
 groups 
including
 the California 
Association  of Student 
Veterans.  Tom Alvarado, 
association president,
 and 
SJSU student,
 said his group 
helped provide suggestions
 
to 
the congressional staffs 
that helped
 frame the 
program.
 
TODAY
 
SJSU 
CAMPUS
 
CRUSADE
 FOR 
CHRIST
 
will  
meet
 tonight
 at 7.30 
at 2245  
Lanai 
Ave., 
apartment
 76. 
For 
further
 
information  
call 
928-5M5
 
FIESTA DEL
 ANO: A 
barbecue
 to welcome
 
all new 
Chicano students
 to SJSU 
will  be 
held 
at the campus 
barbecue  pits at 1 
pm.  
Everyone is welcome. 
SJSU
 RADICAL 
STUDENT 
UNION  will 
meet at noon 
in the S.U. Costanoan
 Room to 
discuss plans
 for a demonstration.
 
SJSU 
CHESS  CLUB will 
meet  at noon in 
the
 
S.U.
 Calaveras Room. 
SATURDAY  
VIETNAMESE 
STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION  
will have a lunch
 and meeting at the 
campus 
barbecue pits 
at noon. 
HILLEL will 
hold a "Break the 
Fast Party" 
ate
 p.m 
at the Hine House,
 located at 441 S 
10th 
St. 
SUNDAY 
HILLEL MU 
have a lox -and -bagel 
brunch at 
11 a.m. 
at
 the Mel House.
 Adrrusaion is 75 
cents 
for members and
 
St 
for everyone else 
SUNDAY FORUM 
will meet at 6.43 p.m.
 at 
the New Wineslun
 to hear a guest 
speaker
 
MONDAY 
Spartaguide
 
BAHA'l 
STUDENT
 FORUM 
will meet at 8 
pm in the
 5A.1. Mentalvo 
Room. The 
topic 
will 
be
 forthcoming events 
WEDNESDAY
 
STEINBECK 
FILMS:  Two Rime 
by
 John 
Steinbeck
 will be shorn in 
the S. U. Ballroom 
at 7,30 pm. 
"Forgotten
 Village"  
semi.  
documentary about Mexico. and 'The 
Pearl." a film version of the Stein beck novel 
will be shown. 
WEDNESDAY FLICKS presents the 1071 hit 
"Straw Dogs" starring Dustin Hoffman, to 
be shown in Morns Dailey Auditorium at 
7,30 and 10 p.m. Adrniasion is 50 cents. 
19016.140W/A  
.1 
;IIL11',
 
371-3020  
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Like other
 offices 
Veterans' 
Affairs throughout 
the country, the
 SJSU office 
is being funded 
on a year-to-
year basis, 
with  future 
funding based 
on
 SJSU 
of 
showing
 a 10 per 
cent  
in-
crease 
in its enrollment
 of 
veterans. At present there 
are more than 3,000 
veterans 
enrolled at SJSU. 
The 
Whole
 Earth Catalogue
 calls it -
"A 
masterpiece.
 
If 
you don't think you have any ques 
lions
 about your body you probably
 be 
surprised  And if you're 
looking
 
for a stronger.
 clearer sense of 
yourself
 ova woman,  
you
 
II 
be 
satisfied
 " 
Diana 
Shugart The Whole Earth Catalogue
 
Saturday Review
 
says
-
"It's one of those rare books that truly 
make a 
difference.
 
WAN
 
UNITE
 
rer 
 
One wants to urge.
 
cable
 and plead with 
women  and
 roan,
 too, most of them 
equally
 ignorant of the female body  to 
read
 
it,  study it, discuss it with friends,  use 
it as a 
reference,  and perhaps even lend it 
to a doctor
 " Genevieve Stuttaford. 
Saturday
 Review 
First 
prepared  and published locally 
by
 The 
Boston Women's Health
 Book Collective. 
this great
 underground bestseller 
now 
published
 for general
 diS. 
tribution  covers
 such Sub. 
jects as anatomy.
 sexuality. 
birth 
control,  abortion. nutp. 
Eon, 
exercise. childbearing. 
common medical 
problems
 
of women, and mush, 
much 
more  all of it 
carefully 
researched,  clearly illus. 
Hated and 
presented  
from the 
women's  
point of 
view.  
OUR 
BODIES  
ABY
 AND 
OURSE
 
LvEs
 
WOMEN 
By The
 Boston Women's Health Book Collective
 
Touchstone 
paperback $2.95  Simon and 
Schuster
 
Pnolo Pot., 
P, 
When 
this 
25
-year -old 
researcher
 
wanted
 to 
investigate  a possible
 cancer 
treatment,
 
we gave him the 
go-ahead.
 
We also
 gave him the 
right to 
fail. 
At Kodak, it's not unusual for a 25 -year -old like Jim 
Carroll to win the title of senior research physicist. Like any 
company involved in a 
lot of basic research, Kodak has felt 
the pressure of modern 
technology  and the need for young, 
fresh thinking. So we hire the best talent we 
possibly can, 
and then give them as much responsibility as they can han-
dle. Whatever their age. 
We have departments and divisions, like any company. 
What we don't have are preconceived ideas about 
how an 
expert scientist's time 
should be spent. So when we received 
a request from the medical 
community  for assistance in ex-
perimenting with lasers as a possible 
cancer
 treatment, we 
turned to 25 -year -old Jim Carroll, who is deep in 
laser  tech-
nology, and gave
 him the go-ahead. He built
 two 
half
-billion 
watt 
laser  
systems,
 one of 
which 
Kodak  has donated
 to the  
National 
Institute  of Health. 
The lasers proved 
unsuccessful in treating 
cancer,
 but 
we'd make 
the same decision 
all  
over  again. We entered laser 
technology 
because
 we have a 
make  in 
business.  We let a 
young
 researcher help the medical 
community  look for a 
means 
of
 cancer treatment
 because
 we have a stake in 
the 
future
 of mankind.
 
'lb 
put it another way, 
we're in business to 
make a 
profit. But in furthering
 our own needs, we 
have  often fur-
thered 
society's.  After all, our business 
depends
 on our soci-
ety. 
So we care what happens to it. 
Kodak
 
More 
than a 
business.
 
p. 
